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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

. Question "i, (1.0)

Reactor powei's 100%. SIT 1A nitrogen pressure indicates 635 psig.

Which one of the following states the correct action, if any, required to satisfy
Technical Specification LCO(s)?

a. Restore N2 pressure between 600-625 within 1 hour.

b. Restore N2 pressure between 600-625 within 6 hours.

c. N2 pressure is acceptable.

d. No action required, only 3 SIT tanks are required to be operable.

Answer: a.

Ref: Tech Spec 3.5.1 action a
K/A: Generic 2.1.11, Knowledge of less than one hour technical specification

action statements for systems. (3.0/3.8)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-506-000, Obj. 1

Level: 1

Source: N

Level Key:
1=Knowledge Fundamentals 2=Comprehension 3= Application/Analysis

Source Key:
B=Question Bank M=Modified from Bank N=New Question
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 2. (1.0)

Valve services requests a clearance to perform limit and torque switch
adjustments and testing'of a motor operated valve (MOV). To perform the
required testing, the MOV:

does not require a clearance since MOV testing is not within the scope of
the clearance and tagging procedure.

shall be tagged with a red "Danger - Do Not Operate" tag and a blue
"Men-At-Work"tag.

can only be operated under a yellow caution tag.

can only be operated by, or at the direction of, the acceptor of a blue
"Men-At-Work"clearance.

Answer: d.

Ref: 40DP-9OP29, Tagout Generation
~

~

K/A: Generic 2.2.13, Knowledge of tagging and clearance procedures. (3.8/3.6)
LP: NKA01-00-RC-708-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N





Senior Re'actor Operator License Exam Key

=-stion 3. (1,0)e
I

V/HICH of the following statements correctly identify when independent
verification is required.

1. A 40AC-9ZZ06 valve locked in the throttled position.

2. Local manipulations of containment isolation valves.

3. Initial system lineup of Auxiliary Building HVAC following an
outage.

4. Gaseous radwaste system or component being returned to service
or restored'to a stand-by status.

5. Closed liquid sample valves where the pipe down-stream is open-
ended {not hard-piped) and no flow from the pipe is observed.

1, 2, 3

2, 3,4

1,2,5

3, 4, 5

Answer: b

Ref:
K/A;

LP: ., N
Level: 1

Source: N

02DPNZZ01, Verification of Plant Activities
Generic 2.1.29, Knowledge of how to conduct and verify valve lineups.
(3.3/3.4)

KA01-01-RC-707-001, Obj. 6
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Consider the following conditions:

~ The plant is currently shutdown
~ Reactor power = 0%
~ decay heat =1E -4%

~ Tc = 218'F
~ Keff = .90

The plant...

is currently in Mode 4.

is currently in Mode 5.

will enter Mode 5 when Tc is reduced to < 212'F.

willenter Mode 6 when Tc is reduced to < 150'F.

Answer: a

Ref:
K/A:

LP'evel:

Source:

Technical Specifications definitions
Generic 2.1.22, Abilityto determine Mode of operation. (2.8/3.3)
NKA01-01-RC-501-000, Obj. 1

2
N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 5, (1.0)

Which one of the following conditions requires entry into a Technical Specification

action statement while at normal operating temperature and pressure?

a. Pressurizer level 28%.

Told 553 F

c. Charging pump CHE-P01 is under clearance

d. "A"diesel generator fuel oil storage tank level 78%.

Answer: d

Ref: Technical Specifications 3.8.1.1
K/A: Generic 2.2.22, Knowledge of limiting conditions for operations and safety

limits. (3.4/3.4)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-509-000, Obj. 1

Level: 1

Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 6. (1 0)

Concerning 10 CFR 20 Radiation Exposure limits, select the value which correctly
completes the following sentence.

The Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) limit for a 30 year old individual shall
not exceed...

a. 5 Rem/year

b. 12 Rem/year

c. 60 Rem lifetime.

d. 144 Rem lifetime.

Answer: a.

e Ref: 10 CFR 20
K/A: Generic 2.3.1, Knowledge of 10CFR20 and related facility radiation control

requirements. {2.6/3.0)
LP: NGW15, Radiological Work Practices, RWP 14, Obj. EO01
Level: 1

Source: N





Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

G-.oup 5 CEA s i'iave!us'een witnarawn '.o 'l00 inches when the following alarms

and indications occur;

~ Group deviation alarm on PMS

~ Reactor power decrease

~ CEA 16 Lower Electrical Limit (LEL) light on the CEDMCS Panel is illuminated

~ Pulse counter indicates group 5 and CEA 16 at 100 inches

~ Both CEACs indicate CEA 16 at 0 inches

~ CEA bottom light on the core mimic is not illuminated

CEA 16 has;

a. dropped/slipped to position 0 inches.

b. dropped/slipped and actual position cannot be determined.

c. not dropped/slipped however, one 0 inch Reed Switch Position Transmitter
(RSPT) has failed closed.

'd. not dropped/slipped however, both 0 inch Reed Switch Position
Transmitter's'RSPT's)

have failed closed.

Answer: a.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source:

4XAO-XZZ11, Dropped/Slipped CEA
003 AA2.01, Abilityto determine and interpret rod position indication to
actual rod position. (3.7/3.9)
NKA01-00-RC-148, Obj. 5, 6, 8

3
N
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Senior Reactor Opera'tor License Exam Key

Question B. !1.0)t

The rate of recovery for CEA's which have been misaligned for greater than 1 hour
is 'irr,ited to 2.25 inches per hour. The reason for this limit is to prevent...

a. fuel damage

b. inducing AS I oscillations

c. exceeding fuel preconditioning limits

d. a variable overpower trip

Answer: a.

Ref: Tech Spec 3.1.3.1, 41AO-1ZZ11, Dropped/Slipped CEA
(note prior to step 2.5.2)

K/A: 005 AK3.06, Knowledge of the reasons for the actions contained in AOP for
inoperable/stuck control rod. (3.9/4.2)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-311-000 Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 9. {1.0)

Given the following plant conditions.'

The reactor trips from 100% power.

~ SPTA's are in progress
~ PZR pressure 800 psia and stable

~ 3 RCP's are running
~ T Hot 500'F
~ T Cold 480'F
~ PZR level 30% dropping slowly
~ Steam generator flow controlled by main feed in RTO

~ S/G pressures - 1150 psia controlled by SBCS
~ Containment temperature 186 F

, WHICH ONE of the following is correct 7

a. Subcooling is adequate for 4 RCP operation.

b. Subcooling is adequate for up to 3 RCP operation.

c. Subcooling is only adequate for 2 RCP operation.

d. Subcooling is not adequate for any RCP operation.

Answer: d.

~ Ref: 40EP-9EO10, Appendix 2, Steam Tables, EOP Operations Expectations
K/A: 002 A4.03, Abilityto monitor indications and controls necessary to recognize

and correct saturation conditions. (4.3/4.4)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-401, Obj.2,7
Level: 3
Source: N
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Senior Peactor Operator License Exam Key

silo ~ 0. 'i
Ccnsider the following Unit 3 conditions

~ 1A and 2A RCP's running.
~ 18 and 28 RCP's tripped due to a 13.8 KV bus trip.
~ Mode 3 and stable.
~ Seal injection and NCW are in service.

Should loss of seal injection occur, the operator is required to:

a. immediately secure 1A and 2A RCP's and isolate seal bleed-off to all 4
RCP's.

b. isolate seal bleed off from 18 and 28 RCP within 3 minutes.

c. isolate seal bleed off from 18 and 28 RCP's within 10 minutes.

d. secure 1A and 2A RCP's and isolate their associated seal bleed-off within
10 minutes.

Answer: b.

Ref: . 40AO-9ZZ04, Reactor Coolant Pump Emergencies, Appendix E
K/A: 015 AA2.10, Abilityto determine when'to secure RCPs on loss of cooling or

seal injection. (3.7/3.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-139-000, Obj. 14
Level: 3
Source: N





Senior Reactor Operator Licensee Exam Key

Question 11. (1.0)

The CRS has directed emergency boration using gravity feed from the RWT thru
CHN-UV 164, Boric Acid Filter Bypass and CHN-UV-514, Boric Acid Makeup to

Charging Pumps. All necessary valve alignments have been performed and all

CVCS components/equipment are available and within normal range(i.e. level,

pressure, flow etc.)

The Primary Operator must hold CHN-HS-501, VCT outlet valve, to the "Close"

position until power is removed from the motor operator because CHN-UV-501
would reopen:

a. when the VCT high level alarm comes in.

b. due to CHN-UV-164 being open.

c. with VCT level in the normal band.

d. due to CHN-UV-536 being closed.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

40AO-9ZZ01, Emergency Boration
004 K4.12, Knowledge of CVCS design features and/or interlocks which
provide for minimum level of VCT. (3.1/3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-141-001, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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~ Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

- Ques:ton '.2, "..Oi

The plant is in Mode 5 with the -A" Train of Shutdown Cooling in service.
System "parameters are normal and trending as expected.

WHtCH ONE of the following correctly describes indications of a nitrogen gas
bubble being released from a safety injection tank into the RCS?

a. RCS pressure unchanged, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSI motor
amps high, SDC flow low.

b. RCS pressure unchanged, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSl motor
amps low, SDC flow low.

c. RCS pressure low, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSl motor amps low,
SDC flow low.

d. RCS pressure unchanged, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSl motor
amps low, SDC flow unchanged.

Answer: b

Ref: 40EP-9EO11, Lower Mode Functional Recovery
K/A: 025 AA1.09, Abilityto operate and/or monitor LPSI pump switches, ammeter,

discharge pressure gage, flow meter, and indicators as they apply to loss of
SDC. (3.2/3.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-322-000, EO01
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 13. (3.0)

Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

A high spike on RU-145, Fuel Building exhaust monitor occurs.

The fuel building ventilation system will align the fuel building exhaust AFUs to
take suction on the:

a. Fuel building and discharge to atmosphere.

b. Fuel building and discharge to fuel building.

c. Fuel building and the auxiliary building and discharge to atmosphere.

d. Auxiliarybuilding and discharge to atmosphere.

Answer: a.

Ref: PVNGS System Training Manual Fuel Building HVAC Vol. 30C
K/A: 072 K4.02, Knowledge of ARM system design feature(s) and/or interlock(s)

~

~which provide for the fuel building isolation. (3.2/3A)
LP: NKA01-00-RC-193, EO02
Level: 1

Source: M
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 14. (1.0)

During a Functional Recovery event with both 4.16 KV busses deenergized all
charging pump handswitches are placed in "pull-to-lock". This action is required to
prevent:

a. overloading PBA-S03 or PBB-S04 when they are reenergized.

b. the associated breaker from being in an "anti-pump" condition upon return of
power

c. damage to the pumps due to insufficient pre-lubrication.

d. an uncontrolled resumption of seal injection.

Answer: d.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source:

40DP-9AP14, Functional Recovery Technical Guideline
E09 EK3.2, Knowledge of the reasons for normal, abnormal and emergency
operating procedures associated with the Functional Recovery. (3.0/3.5)
NKA01-01-RC<09, Obj. 3

1

N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 15, (1.0)

Consider the following conditions:

~ Reactor power is 80%

~ "A" condenser shell vacuum is 7" Hga and degrading
~ Main Turbine load is 1020 Mwe
~ NNN-D11 is deenergized

WHICH ONE of the following actions is required?

a. Trip the main turbine while maintaining the reactor on line.

b.

C.

Trip the reactor and control steam generator pressure using ADV's.
h

Trip the reactor and control steam generator pressure using steam bypass
valves 1007 and 1008.

d. Borate and reduce turbine load as necessary to restore condenser vacuum
to less than 5" Hga.

Ref:
K/A:

40AO-9ZZ07, Loss of Condenser Vacuum
051 AA2.02, Abilityto determine and interpret conditions requiring reactor
and/or turbine trip as they apply to loss of condenser vacuum. (3.9/4.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-146-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 16. (1,0)

The reason for .vaiting a,minimum amount of time to establish simultaneous hot
arid cold leg injection after a LOCA has occurred, is to:

a. allow hot and cold injection leg temperatures to equalize.

b. allow temperature equalization between the containment sump and the RCS.

c. ensure that boric acid buildup is terminated before precipitation occurs.

d. avoid fluid being entrained in the steam released from the core.

Answer: d.

Ref: 40DP-9AP08, Loss of Coolant Accident Technical Guidelines
K/A: 011 EK3.12, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for

large break LOCA. (4.4/4.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-403, Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator'License Exam Key

Question 17. (1.0)

The control room has been evacuated due to a fire in the control room and control
has been established at the remote shutdown panel. Which one of the following
instruments is considered "reliable" under these conditions.

a. RCC-Pl-105

b. SGA-LI-1113A-1

c. RCA-LI-110X-1

d. RC8-Pl-1028-1

PZR Pressure

Steam Generators 1 and 2 WR level

PZR level

PZR Pressure

Answer: d.

Ref: 40AO-9ZZ44, Control Room Fire
KIA: 067 AA2.16, Abilityto determine and interpret vital equipment and control

systems to be maintained and operated during a fire. (3.3/4.0)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-344-000, Obj. 4
Level: 1

Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 18. {1,0)

CHOOSE the statement which correctly describes the operational characteristics
of "Local/local-remote". switches positioned to "Local".

a. Deenergizes the associated component to its "fail-safe" position.

b. Aligns alternate safe-shutdown control power to ensure automatic operation
during a fire.

c. Isolates the component from the control room and removes automatic control
function.

d. isolates the component from the control room but maintains automatic
control functions.

Answer: c.

Ref: 4XAO-XZZ44, Control Room Fire
K/A: 068 AK2.03, Knowledge of the interrelations between the control room

evacuation and controllers and positioners. (2.9/3.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-344, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N





Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 19. (1.0)

CEA's are being withdrawn during a startup. When Group 5 rods are stepped out
to 90" withdrawn, CEA 416 continues to withdraw.

WHICH ONE of the following actions is required to be taken?

a. Immediately trip the reactor and perform the SPTA's.

b. Select "Manual Individual" on CEDMCS and attempt to insert CEA 016 to
within 6.6" of the remaining Group 5 CEA's.

c. Select "Standby" on CEDMCS, if the CEA continues to withdraw monitor
LPD/DNBR margins and ehter 41AO-1ZZ35, Continuous CEA Withdrawal.

d. Select "Standby" on CEDMCS, ifthe CEA continues to withdraw manually
'ripthe reactor and perform SPTA's.

Answer: d.

e Ref: 41AO-1ZZ35, Continuous CEA Withdrawal
K/A: 001 AA2.03, Abilityto determine and interpret proper actions to be taken if

automatic actions have not taken place for Continuous Rod Withdrawal.
(4.5/4.8)

LP'. NKA01-01-RC-335-000, Obj. 2
Level: 1

Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

eQues:cn ~P.

Given the following plant conditions;

~ 100% power.
~ Pressurizer safety valve, PSV-200 has seat leakage
~ Reactor drain tank level is rising
~ Reactor drain tank pressure is 9.8 psig and increasing slowly

WHICH ONE of the following automatic actions willoccur assuming no operator
actions are taken?

a. The RDT vent to containment, CHN-HV-923, will.open resulting in increasing
containment pressure.

b. The RDT vent to waste gas header valve, CHN-UV-540, will open and the
RDT outlet containment isolation valve, CHA-UV-560, will close.

c. The RDT vent to waste gas header valve, CHV-UV-540, and the RDT outlet
containment isolation valve, CHA-UV-560, willclose

d. The RDT vent to waste gas header valve, CHV-UV-540, will open and the
RDT rupture disk will rupture resulting in increasing containment pressure.

Answer: c.

Ref: 41AL-1RK3A, REAC DRN TK PRESS Hl, 3A07B
K/A: 007 K3.01, Knowledge of the effect a loss or malfunction of the pressurizer

relief tank (RDT) will have on CTMT. (3.3/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-'141, Obj. 5
Level:

'
2

Source: N

20
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

During a core offload the control room is notified by the LSRO that while removing
a fuel assembly from. the core, excessive amounts of bubbles emerged from the
vicinity of the assembly. The LSRO directed the suspension of core alterations
with the assembly partially withdrawn from its core location.

CHOOSE the correct statement

a. This configuration of the core is unanalyzed and could challenge the
required shutdown margin.

b. The assembly should immediately be moved to another core location.

c. This configuration of the core is analyzed therefore the fuel assembly
can'emainsafely in its present location until contingency actions can be

determined.

d. No attempts to place the fuel assembly in a stable configuration should be
made even if it is evident that the movement will not cause damage.

Answer: a.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source:

41AO-9ZZ26, Irradiated Fuel Damage
036 AK 3.03, Knowledge of the reasons for guidance contained in AOP for
fuel handling incident. (3.7/4.1)
NKA01-01-RC-326-000, Obj. 2
2
N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 22. (1 0)

¹2 Steam Generator has been isolated following a tube rupture. The following
conditions exist:

~ Loss of offsite power
~ PZR pressure
~ Th

~ SG ¹2 level
~ SG ¹2 pressure

1200 psia
490'F

60% NR trending up slowly

900 psia

CHOOSE the correct pressure range that the RCS should be controlled in.

a. 700 psia - 750 psia

b. 850 psia - 950 psia

c. 900 psia - 950 psia
I

d. 1150 psia - 1250 psia

Answer: b.

Ref
K/A

40EP-9EO04, SG Tube Rupture
038 EA2.15, Abilityto determine or interpret pressure at which to maintain
RCS during S/G cooldown as it applies to a SGTR. (4.2/4.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-404-02, Obj. 4,5
Level: 3
Source: M

22





Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

A.l

. ne s;:e;Er=;earn may:nciuoe

a.. any one member of the minimum shift crew.

b. the shift supervisor.

c. a qualified work control shift supervisor.

d. the STA.

Answer: c.

40DP-BOP02, Conduct of Shift Operations
Generic 2.4.26, Knowledge of facility protection requirements, including fire
brigade and portable fire-fighting equipment usage. (2.9/3.3)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-709, Obj. 7,16
Level: '

Source: N

23





Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 24. ~'1.0)

The ioltowi'ng ccnditions exist:

~ 'RCP1A LO NCW FLOW" on RKA-UA-4Dand RKB-UA-4E.
~ NCW flow from RCP 1A (NCN-FIX75) indicates 300 gpm and is confirmed

accurate.
~ RCP1A is in standby;

WHICH ONE of the following correctly describes the RCP response when the
pump hand switch (RCN-HS-1) is placed to start? Assume all other conditions
within normal range.

a. The RCP will not start.

b. The RCP will start and trip 14 seconds later.

c. The RCP will start and trip immediately.

d. The RCP will start and continue to run indefinitely.

Answer: a.

Ref:
K/A:

LP

STM Volume 39, Reactor Coolant System, 41OP-1RC01, RCP Operation
003 K4.04, Knowledge of RCPS design features and interlocks which provide
for adequate cooling of RCP motor and seals. (2.8/3.1)
NKA01-01-RC-139-000, Obj. 2
NKA01-01-RC-104, Obj. 2

Level: 2
Source: N

24
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 25. (1.0)

Consider the following conditions:

~ Pressurizer level control in "Local - Auto"

~ "Local - Auto" setpoint is 53%

At which one of the following pressurizer levels will the backup heaters
automatically energize?

a. 56%

b. 50%

c. 38%

d. 25%

Answer: a.

Ref PVNGS Simplified Control System Drawings, Pressurizer Pressure Control
System

K/A: 010 A4.02, Abilityto monitor and/or operate PZR heaters in the control room.
(3.6/3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-143, Obj. 5,6
~ Level: 2
Source: N

25
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""."..ior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 26. i1 0>

Consider the following plant conditions:

Shutdown cooling system "A" in operation.

Shutdown cooling system "8" in standby.

RCS temperature 150'F

Steam Generator level 50% WR

Steam Generator secondary side temperature 210'F.

Pressurizer level 40% (actual).

Should reactor coolant pump 1B be started, the reactor coolant system pressure
transient will be mitigated by the:

a. pressurizer pressure control system by opening the main spray valves.

b. pressurizer going solid and primary relief valves opening.

c. shutdown cooling suction relief valves.

d. steam generator steaming through the steam bypass control valves.

Answer: c.

Ref: Tech Spec. 3.4.8.3
K/A: 005 A2.02, Abilityto predict the impact of pressure transient protection during

cold shutdown on RHRS {SDC). (3.5/3.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-139-000, EO05
Level: 3
Source: M

26
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 27. (1.0)

Following a Loss of Coolant Accident {LOCA), RCS pressure is at 600 psia and
dropping slowly. The expected safety injection flow indications would be:

a. constant HPSI flow w'ith no LPSI flow.

b. constant HPSI and LPSI flow.

c. increasing HPSI flow with no LPSI flow.

d. increasing HPSI and LPSI flow.

Answer: c.

Ref: 40EP-9EO10, Appendix 2, N001-11.05-1, HPSI Pump Manual
K/A: 006 K5.06, Knowledge of the operational implications of the relationship

between ECCS flow and RCS pressure. {3.5/3.9)
LP: NKA01-0't-RC-140, Obj. 8
Level: 2
Source: B

27
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 28. (1.0)t

Plant conditions are as follows:

~ 95% power
~ Pressurizer level is 51%
~ PLCS in "Remote - Auto"

RRS Tz g
is selected to "AVG"

If the T, input to RRS T,„g calculation fails "low", the pressurizer level setpoint will:

a. increase to 52.6%, letdown flowwill,decrease, and th standbycharging
pump willstart.

b. decrease to 33%, letdown flowwill increase to maximum, and the normally
running charging pump willstop.

c. increase to 52.6%, letdown flowwill increase, and the standby charging
pump will start.

d. remain at it's previous value, with no change in charging pumps or letdown
flow.

Answer: b.

Ref

K/A

PVNGS Simplified Control System Drawings, Pressurizer Level Control
System
011 K1.05, Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause effect
relationship between the PZR LCS and RRS. (3.6/3.5)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-142 Obj. 9
'evel:3

Source: N-
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Qu~s:ion Zg '"~ Gi

Which one of the following signals will auto start the essential motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pump (AFB-P01):

a. SIAS or CSAS - immediately on load sequence signal.

b. SlAS or CIAS - after 10 seconds from load sequence signal.

c. LOP - 10 seconds after the DG receives a start signal from the load
sequence.

d. Simultaneous SIAS/LOP - 10 seconds after the DG powers the bus.

Answer: d.

Ref: 41OP-1AF01, Essential Auxiliary Feedwater System; dwg 13-E-AFB-001
K/A: 013 K4.04, Knowledge of ESFAS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which

provide for the auxiliary feed actuation signal. (4.3 /4.3*)t LP: NKA01-01-RC-121, Obj. 5
Level:
Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

!

W

Quesi!Gn 0. ( ~)

Given the following conditions:

Unit 3 operating at 100% full power.

Reactor coolant pump 1A, RCN-P01A, has the following stable
indications:

Seal ¹1 inlet pressure 2250 psia

Seal ¹2 inlet pressure 585 psia

Seal ¹2 outlet pressure 490 psia
Controlled Bleedoff flow 4.9 gpm
Seal ¹1 inlet temperature 115'F

Seal ¹2 inlet temperature 115'F

Seal ¹2 outlet temperature 120'F

Which one of the following describes the status of the RCP 1A seal systems

e
a. Seal ¹1 is degraded.

b. Seal ¹2 is degraded.

c. Seal ¹3 is degraded.

d. Nuclear cooling water flow is degraded.

Answer: b.

Ref
K/A

40AO-9ZZ04,,Reactor Coolant Pump Emergencies
003-A2;01, Abilityto predict impacts of problems with RCP seals, especially
rates of seal leak-off. (3.5/3.9)

LP: NKA01-0'l-RC-139-000, E015
Level: 3

'ource:N
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Consider the following conditions:

~ Emergen'cy boration using a HPSI pump is required.
~ It is expected that it will take 1.5 hours to establish the required, shutdown

margin.

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the'reason pump flow
should remain greater than 225 gpm during the duration of boration?

a. To prevent pump damage.

b. To ensure adequate flow rate to meet Technical Specification requirements.

c. To ensure the flow indication remains on scale.

d. To ensure shutdown margin is restored within the Technical Specification
time requirements.

Answer: a.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source

40AO-9ZZ01, Emergency Boration
024 AK3.02, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in AOP for
emergency boration. (4.2/4.4)
NKA01-01-RC-301 Obj: 4

1

N
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Question 32. (1.0)

Given the following plant indications:
~ The plant has tripped due to a Loss of All Feedwater event.
~ The CRS directs the Area Operator to perform Appendix 40 "Local Operation of

AFN-P01" to locally close the AFN-P01 Breaker.

WHICH ONE of the following is correct regarding the communication with the Area
Operator'

a. The phonetic alphabet does not have to be used.

d.

As a minimum, the control room should tell the Area Operator to "Perform
Appendix 40".

The sole responsibility to ensure understanding of the action directed lies
with the Area Operator.

The Area Operator shall repeat back the component to be manipulated and
the desired state.

Answer: d.

Ref
K/A

40DP-SOP02, Conduct of Shift Operations
GENERIC 2.1.17, Abilityto make accurate, clear, and concise verbal reports.

(3.5/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-709-000 E01
Level: 1

Source: B
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Consider the following plant conditions:

~ . 98% reactor power.

~ Condenser vacuum is degraded.

~ Turbine load is being decreased.

~ SBCS valves 1007 and 1008 are open.

~ Group 5 CEA's are inserted 10 inches for ASI control.

~ CEDMCS is placed in auto sequential.

The reactor regulating system will begin:

a. inserting CEA's due to the increase in T,gf.

b. withdrawing CEA's due to the decrease in T„<.

c. modulating CEA position as required to maintain T id at approximately 555.

d. modulating CEA position as required to maintain T,„, at 583.

Answer: b.

Ref: PVNGS Simplified Control System Drawings, Reactor Regulating System
K/A: 001-A1.02, Abilityto predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent

exceeding design limits) associated with operating the CRDS controls
~ including T„<. {3.1/3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-144-000, EO06
Level: 2
Source: N
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'=;".oose 'he action be!o,v.wnicn must oe per ormed. at a minimum. prior to

reenergizing PNA-D25 to prevent a possible reactor trip.

a. Set the CEAC 2 INOP flag in CPC's "B", "C" and "D".

b. Bypass all PPS cha'nnel "A" parameters.

c. Set the CEAC 1 INOP flag in CPC's "B", "C" and "D".

d. Bypass all PPS channel "B" parameters.

Answer: c.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level

40AO-9ZZ13, Loss of Class Instrument or Control Power, Sect. 8 App. E

057 AA2.20,'Abilityto determine and interpret interlocks in affect on loss of
AC vital electrical instrument bus that must be bypassed to restore normal
equipment operation. (3.6/3.9)
NKA01-01-RC-313, Obj. 2, 3
1
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T'e plant is in a start up with reactor power at 3%. The insertion limitof shutdown
CEA's is:

a. 60 inches withdrawn.

b. 127.5 inches withdrawn.

.c. 144.75 inches withdrawn.

d. 150 inches withdrawn.

Answer: c.

Ref: Tech Spec 3.1.3.5
K/A: 001 K5.04, Knowledge of rod insertion limits as they apply to CRDS.

(4.3/4.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-502 Obj. 1t Level: 1

Source: N
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",/I.ich one of the ollow;ng is powered from NNN-D11?

a. A train Log and Linear Safety Channels.

b. D train Log and Linear Safety Channels.

c. Startup and Control Channel 1.

d. BDAS Channel 2.

Answer: c.

Ref:
K/A:

LP
Level

40AO-9ZZ14, Loss of Non-Class Instrument or Control Power
015 K2.01, Kno'wledge of the bus power supplies to Nl system channels,
components, and interconnections. (3.3/3.7)
NKA01-01-RC-153-000 Obj. 3
1

Source: N
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Ques'ion 3: 1 0)

The CEDMS are required to,be deenergized within 40 minutes of a loss of cooling
to prevent:

a. damage to the CEDM coils.

b. failure of the reed switch position transmitters.

c. containment temperature from exceeding the Technical Specification limit.

d. failure of the CEDM housing seal.

Answer: a.

Ref: 41AO-1ZZ42, Loss of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
K/A: 022 K3.01, Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the

containment cooling system will have on containment equipment subject to
damage by high or low temperature, humidity, and pressure. (2.9"/3.2*)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-192-000, Obj. 2
Level: 1

Source: N
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-':; - "..~".e~s vias',e gas release will be terminated by:

, a. low plant vent exhaust flow.

b. a high alarm on RU-144, Plant Vent High Range Monitor.

c. low radwaste building exhaust flow.

d. an alert alarm on RU-12, Waste Gas Decay Tank Discharge Monitor.

Answer: c.

Ref: 40OP-9GR01, Waste Gas System; PVNGS ODCM
K/A: 071 K4.04, Knowledge of design features and/or interlocks which provide for

isolation of waste gas release tanks. (2.9/3.4)
LP: NKA01-00-RC-161-000 Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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" =-stion 39. ~"<.0)e

Consider the following plant conditions:

~ RU-145, Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust Monitor in high alarm.

~ RU-146, Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust Monitor high range monitor in high
alarm.

~ RU-19, New Fuel Storage Area Monitor in high alarm.

~ RU-31, Fuel Pool Area Monitor in high alarm.
~ FBEVAS and CREFAS have actuated.

Which one of the following sets of plant equipment conditions willautomatically
occur?

c.

Essential chillers, emergency diesel generators, and spray pond pumps
running.

Condensate transfer pumps, spray pond pumps, and auxiliary feed pump
AFB-P01 running.

Control room essential AHU's, emergency diesel generators, and auxiliary
feed pump AFB-P01 running.

Condensate transfer pumps, essential cooling water pumps, and essential
chillers running.

Answer: d.

Ref:
K/A

41AO-1ZZ26, irradiated Fuel Damage; 74RM-9EF41, RMS Alarm Response
060 EA2.05, Abilityto determine that the automatic safety actions have
occurred as a result of a high ARM system signal caused by an Accidental
Gaseous Radwaste. (3.7/4.2)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-155, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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Qu sion -'0. r1 01

Consider the following plant conditions:

~ The reactor has tripped.

~ A loss of offsite power has occurred.

~ Power has been restored to all non-class switchgear.

~ Feedwater piping temperatures are approximately 240'F
H

It is undesirable to initiate long path recirculation under these conditions due to the
potential for:

a. condensate pump cavitation.

b. exceeding the heatup rate limit for the feedwater heaters.

c. thermal shocking the downcomer valves.

e d. inducing water hammer.

Answer: d.

Ref
K/A

40OP-9ZZ14, Feedwater and Condensate
056 A2.05, Abilityto predict the impact of loss of condensate pumps on the
condensate system. (2.6/2.8)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-119-000, Obj. 7
Level: 1

Source: N
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Ques'idn 41 r1,0)

A reactor trip due to a loss of both main feedwater pumps has occurred. The
secondary operator starts AFB-P01 and throttles flow to 250 gpm to each steam
generator. An AFAS-1 is received.

Which one of the following identifies the status of the auxiliary feedwater system
after the AFAS-1?

a. All feed flow is to ¹1 steam generator

b.

d.

Majority of feed flow is to ¹1 steam generator with approximately 250 gpm to
¹2 steam generator.

Majority 'of feed flow is to ¹1 steam generator with approximately 500 gpm to
¹2 steam generator.

Feed flow is balanced to each steam generator.

Answer. a.

Ref: 4OEP-9EO10, Appendix 27
K/A: 061 A2.08, Abilityto predict flow rates expected from various combinations of

AFW pump discharge valves. (2.7 /2.9*)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-121-000, EO06
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 42. (1.0)

Which one of the following correctly describes the response of the downcomer and
economizer valves as plant power is increased from 50% to 70%? Assume FWCS
and valves are in automatic.

a. Downcomer control valves open to a predetermined position and the
economizer control valves modulate open from the previous

position.'.

Economizer control valves close and the downcomer control valves
modulate open from the previous position.

c. Downcomer control valves close and the economizer control valves
modulate open from the previous position.

d; Economizer control valves open to a predetermined position and the
downcomer control valves modulate open from the previous position.

Answer: a.

Ref: 4
K/A: 0

1OP-1FT01; STM Volume 45, FWCS
59 K1.04, Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect

relationships between the MFW and the S/G water level control system.
(3.4/3.4)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-145-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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~n .nacvertent initiation ",f lhe "A";rain contair.ment 'spray occurs. The Primary
Operator stops the containment spray pumps and overrides and closes the
containment spray isolation valve.

RCS pressure subsequently decreases from 2000 psia to 1700 psia. The "A"

containment spray pump will:

a. auto start and the isolation valve will require manual opening using the hand
switch.

b. auto start and the isolation valve will auto open.

c. require the hand switch to be placed to "start" twice to start the pump and the
isolation valve will require manual opening using the handswitch.

d. require control power to be cycled allowing the pump to auto start and the
isolation valve will auto open.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

41AO-1ZZ30, Inadvertent CSAS
026 A4.01, Abilityto manually operate and/or monitor in the control room
CSS controls. (4.5/4.3)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-330-000 Obj. 2
Level: 3
Source: N
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Ques)Ion 44, 'l 0)

Following a station blackout, CEA positions may be determined using the:

a. Core Mimic.

b, CEDMCS operators module.
e

c. CEAC digital display.

d. 'Phase Current" lights.

Answer: c.

STM Volume 48, CEDMCS, EOP Operations Expectations
014 A1.02, Predict/monitor changes in parameters associated with control
rod position indication or control room panels. (3;2/3.6)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-152-000 Obj. 5, 10
Level: 1

Source: B
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Question 45. (1„0)

Given the following plant.conditions.

~ The plant is in Mode 6.

~ Refueling purge is in progress.

~ RU-143, Plant Vent Low Range Monitor is in "HIGH"alarm.

I

~ RU-37, Power Access Purge "A"monitor is in "HIGH"alarm.

~ RU-38, Power Access Purge "B" Monitor is in "ALERT"alarm.

Which one of the following describes the automatic response to these conditions?

a. CREFAS and CIAS.

b. CREFAS and CRVIAS.

c. CPIAS and CREFAS.

d. CPIAS and CIAS.

Answer: c.

Ref:
K/A:

STM Volume 50, BOPESFAS
029 K1.01, Knowledge of physical connections and /or cause effect
relationships between the Containment Purge System and gaseous radiation
release monitors. (3.4/3.7)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-155-000, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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or stder '.he!oiicwing conail~ons:

~ Refueling operations are in progress.
~ PCN-V118 fuel transfer canal gate valve is open.

Which one of the following lists the expected indications for a Spent Fuel Pool
leak?

a. Low level alarms in the refueling and Spent Fuel Pools, containment and
Fuel Building sump level increase.

b. Low level alarms in the refueling and Spent Fuel Pools, Fuel Building sump
level increase. 'I

c. Low level alarm in the refueling pool only, Fuel Building sump level increase.

d. Low level alarm in the Spent Fuel pool only, Fuel Building sump level
increase.

Answer: b.

Ref
K/A

4XAO-XZZ53, Loss of Refueling Pool and/or Spent Fuel Pool Level
033 A1.01, Predict and/or monitor changes in spent fuel pool level (to
prevent exceeding design limits) (2.7/3.3)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-353-000, Obj. 1, 3
Level: 2
Source: N
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Dues:>ci 7 . -3!

Consider the following conditions.
~ Steam Generator Tube Rupture on ¹1 SG.

~ ADV-178 on ¹1 SG is mechanically stuck open and steaming to atmosphere.
~ All other valves directed to be closed in accordance'with the Functional

Recovery procedure are verified closed on ¹1 SG.

Choose the correct statement

a. Steam Generator ¹1 will be considered isolated when SG level is 40-60%
NR.

b. Directions should be to cooldown and depressurize the RCS to SDC
conditions to minimize release. Procedures require closure of the ADV-178
isolation block valve regardless of steam flow.

c. Steam Generator ¹1 will be considered isolated when the RCS is
depressurized to within 50 psid of ¹1 SG pressure.

0
d. Directions should be to cooldown and depressurize the RCS to SDC

conditions to minimize the release. Attempts to isolate the ADVusing the
block valve can be attempted when no steam flow is present.

Answer: d.

Ref

K/A

40EP-9EO09, Functional Recovery Procedure
40OP-9SG01 Main Steam
035 A4.06, Abilityto manually operate/monitor S/G isolation on steam leak or
tube rupture/leak. (4.5/4.6)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-409-000 Obj. 3
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 48. (1.0j

RU-12, waste gas decay tank monitor, is determined to be inoperable. Gaseous
releases via this path:

cannot be performed until RU-12 is operable.

can be performed if two independent samples have been analyzed, and
the waste gas decay tank discharge flow rate is estimated every 4 hours.

can be performed if two independent samples have been analyzed, and
two independent verifications have been made of the discharge valve
lineup and release calculations.

can be performed if two independent functional checks are performed on
RU-141, RU-143, and RU-145.

Answer: c

Ref: 74AC-BCY08, Gaseous Radioactive Effluent Release Administrative Control
K/A: 073 K3.01, Knowledge of the effect that a toss of PRM system willhave on

radioactive effluent releases. (3.6/4.2)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-701-000, Obj. 2,6
Level: 1

Source: N
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A point source in Radwaste is reading 1000 mrem/hr at 1 foot. There are two

options being considered to perform a job.

Option 1: One Operator can perform the job in 90 minutes at a distance of 6

feet from the source.

Option 2: Two Operators working simultaneously can perform the job in 10

minutes at a distance of 2 feet from the source.

WHICH ONE of the following is preferable and consistent with the ALARA
program:

a. Option 1 - The Operator's exposure is 41.7 mrem.

b. Option 1 - The Operator's exposure is 27.8 mrem..

c. Option 2 - Each Operator's exposure is 41.7 mrem.

d. Either Option - The exposure to the Operator's is the same.

Answer: a.

Ref:
K/A:
LP:
Level:
Source:

Radiological Work Practices Training Handout
Generic 2.3.2, Knowledge of facilityALARAprogram. (2.5/2.9)
NGW15, Radiological Work Practices, EO09
3
N
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stion 50. (",.0)

PBB-S04 is being supplied by the alternate supply. The alternate supply breaker
for PBB-S04 will open when the:

a. normal supply breaker handswitch is taken to the close position and
released.

b. diesel generator output breaker handswitch is taken to the close position
and released.

c. lockout device for NBN-X04, ESF transformer feeder breaker actuates.

d. normal supply breaker for PBA-S03 is closed.

Answer: a.

Ref: 41OP-1PB01, 4.16 Kv Class IE Power
K/A: 062 K4.03, Knowledge of AC distribution system design features and/ort interlocks which provide for interlocks between automatic bus transfer and

breakers. (2.8/3.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-128A-OOO, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 51. {1.0)

J

Given the following Unit 2 conditions:

~ Reactor trip breaker "A" is open
~ Power to inverter PNA-N11 is lost

A loss of which ONE of the following busses would cause both of the above
indications?

a. PNA-D25

b. PKA-M41

c. PKA-D21

d. PBA-S03

Answer: b0 Ref: 40OP-9PK01, 125 VDC Class lE Electrical System
K/A: 063 K2.01, Knowledge of bus power supplies to the major DC loads

(2.9'/3.1*)
LP:, NKA01-01-RC-1 28D-000, Obj. 5
Level:
Source: 8
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Question 52. f1,0)

Consider the following plant conditions.

~ Loss of offsite power has occurred.

~ Loads on PBA-S03 are being powered from the diesel generator.

~ Power has been restored to NBN-X03, ESF transformer.

~ The speed mode select switch has been placed to "Droop".

~ Switchyard frequency is 61 hertz.

Which one of the following correctly describes the expected response to closing
the PBA-S03 normal supply breaker?

a. The diesel generator output breaker willopen immediately.

b. Diesel generator load will increase.

c. Diesel generator load willdecrease.

d. No change in diesel generator load.

Answer: c.

41OP-1DG01, Emergency Diesel Generator A
064 A2.02, Abilityto (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the EDG system; and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those
malfunctions or operations: Load, VARs, pressure on air compressor, speed
droop, frequency, voltage, fuel oil level, temperatures. (2.7/2.9)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-127-000, Obj. 4, 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Consider:ne fcHc'ivlng one)lions,

e

~ 100% power

~ 4 CW pumps in operation

~ CW supply cross-tie valve (HV-11) open and in "auto"

~ 'A"CW pump trips

Choose the correct statement:

a. The CW supply cross-tie valve (HV-11) will go closed.

b. The "8" CW pump discharge valve will go to 44% open.

c. The "S" CW pump discharge valve willgo to 44% open and the.CW supply
cross-tie valve (HV-11) will go closed.

d. The "A" CW pump discharge valve will go closed.

Answer: d.

Ref: 40OP-9CW01, Operating the Circulating Water System
K/A: 075 A2.02, Abilityto predict the impacts of a loss of circulating water pumps

on the circulating water system. (2.5/2.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-101-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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'Question 54. i "~.0j

Which one of the following states what the affect a rapid rise in pressurizer
pressure to 2300 psia will have on the Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS)?

b.

A "Quick Open" block will be generated.
n

SBCS modulation setpoint will be decreased causing SBCS valves to open
at a lower steam pressure.

c. SBCS modulation setpoint will be increased causing SBCS valves to open at
a higher steam pressure.

d. The permissive setpoint would be increased.

Answer: b.

Ref: 41OP-1SF05, Operation of the Steam Bypass Control System
K/A: 041 K1.05, Knowledge of physical connections and / or cause effect

relationships between the steam dump system {SBCS) and RCS. (3.5/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-146-000, Obj, 2, 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question ="=, i-i 0III 5 hV
I

r ~

~II 1

Consider the following conditions:

~ The plant is stable at 80% power

CEDMCS in manual sequential

~ Tavg = Tref

~ Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) valve exercising planned.

Complete the following statement:

When SBCS valve 1007 is opened to 30% Reactor power will initially
due to

a. Increase, decrease in SG feedwater temperature

b. Decrease, decrease in Tref

c. Increase, decrease in Tcold

d. Increase, steam fIow/feed flow mismatch and increased feedwater flow

Answer: c.

Ref: 41OP-1SF05, Operation of the Steam Bypass Control System
K/A: 039 K5.08, Knowledge of the operational implications of the effect of steam

removal on reactivity as it applies to the MRSS; (3.6/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-146-000, EO12
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 56. (1.0)

The plant has been at 45% power and stable. A power increase is initiated at a
rate of 15% per minute.

Assuming no operator action and the ramp increase remains constant, which one
of the following describes when VOPT willactuate a reactor trip for these
conditions..

a. =60% power in = 1 minute.

b. =78% power in = 2 minutes.

c. =103% power in = 4 minutes.

d. at 110% power.

Answer: b.

K/A:
STM Volume 49 PPS
012 K4.02, Knowledge of RPS design features and/or interlocks which
provide for automatic reactor trip and basis for RPS setpoints. (3.9/4.3)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-149-000, Obj. 8
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 57. (1.0)

The following conditions exist:

~ The reactor has tripped

~ Two (2) full length CEA's are not inserted

~ Boration in progress at 41gpm

~ Reactor power 1X10-2% and dropping

~ SUR negative

~ Reactor Trip procedure (40EP-9EO02) is in progress

The reactivity control safety function acceptance criteria....

a. are currently satisfied however boration should continue until adequate
shutdown margin is established.

b. will not be satisfied until the boration is increased to >44 gpm.

c. are currently satisfied and boration may be terminated.

d. will not be satisfied until at least one (1) of the CEA's stuck out is inserted.

Answer: a.

Ref
KIA

40EP-9EO02, Reactor Trip
GENERIC 2.4.21, Knowledge of the parameters and logic used to assess the
status of safety functions including reactivity control (3.7/4.3)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-402-000, Obj. 3
Level: 3
Source: N
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Th following plar,t corditions ex~st:

Pressurizer level 58% and increasing
Pressurizer pressure 1,790 psia and decreasing
Containment pressure 0.3 psig and stable
Steam Generator ¹1 pressure 1,040 psia and stable
Steam Generator ¹2 pressure 1,040 psia and stable
Steam Generator ¹1 level 80% WR
Steam Generator ¹ 2 level 80% WR
Containment temperature 100'F and slowly increasing
Containment humidity 17% and stable
Containment sump level 22 inches and stable
Reactor Drain Tank pressure 95 psig and increasing
Reactor Drain Tank temperature 200'F and increasing
No radiation alarms present on the Radiation Monitoring System
All required ESFAS Actuation's have occurred

The event in progress is a:

a. SGTR

b. Steam space LOCA.

c. Inter system LOCA.

d. Excessive Steam Demand.

Answer: b.

Ref
K/A

40EP-9EO03, Loss of Coolant Accident
008 AA2.12, Abilityto determine and interpret PZR level indicators as it
applies to the PZR Vapor Space Accident. (3.4/3.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-404-000, Obj. 1

Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 59. (3,0)

Which one of the following is an indication of inadequate core cooling?

a. RCS loop temperatures rising. Pressurizer level decreasing when MPSI is
throttled.

b. Loss of RCS subcooling. RVLMS indicating the last detector in the outlet
plenum is uncovered.

c. Pressurizer level decreasing when HPSl is throttled and CET
temperatures increasing.

d. Pressurizer pressure stabilizing as level reaches 100%. RVLMS indicating
level rising in the upper head.

Answer: 'b

Ref: 40OP-9SH01, QSPDS User's Guide
K/A: 074 EK2.04, Knowledge of the interrelations between inadequate core

cooling and HPSI. (4.1/4.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-157-000, EO10
Level:: 1

Source: N
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Question 60.,"i 0~

Given the following plant conditions:

RV-1, "Containment Atmosphere" monitor gas channel is in "ALERT".

~ The CRS directs a reactor operator to perform 40ST-9RC02, "RCS water
inventory balance".

Which one of the following is the reason for performing the RCS water inventory
balance?

a. identify radiation levels to keep personnel exposure ALARA.

b. Detect an increase in RCS leak rate to containment.

c. Determine the amount of primary to secondary leakage.

d. Determine the amount of leakage into the Nuclear Cooling Water system.

Answer: b.

Ref: Tech Spec 3.3.3.1, 3.4.5.1
74RM-9EF41, Radiation Monitoring System Alarm Response
061 AK3.02, Knowledge of the reasons for the guidance contained in alarm
response for ARM. (3.4/3.6)

LP: NKA01-01-RS-302-000, Obj. 12
Level: 1

Source: N
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Given the following plant conditions:

The reactor is at 25% power.

Loss of NKN-M45 occurs.

WHICH ONE of the foliowing describes the impact of the loss of NKN-M45?

a. FWCS deenergizes, MFWPT's go to minimum speed.

Lose Nuclear instrument Control Channel 02, causing FWCS to go through
swapover.

MFWPT "A" HP and LP valves will close causing the FWPT to go to zero
speed without tripping.

d. Main turbine trips, reactor trip, SBCS is unavailable.

Answer: d.

Ref
K/A

40AO-9ZZ14, Loss of Non-Class instrument or Control Power
058 AA2.03, Abilityto determine and interpret the DC loads lost; impact on
ability to operate and monitor plant systems. (3.5/3.9)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-129D-000, Obj. 2
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 02. ~ 1 „J)u

Given the following plant conditions:
~ A reactor trip condition exists.

~ Reactor protection system did not trip.

The CRS directs the Primary Operator to open NGN-L0382 and NGN-
L1 082.

WHICH ONE of the following is correct concerning the opening of the load center
breakers?

1

a. Cannot be closed until the reactivity safety function has been verified.

b. Close L03 and L10 after 5 seconds to allow time for the frequency to fall low
enough to open the MG start contact.

c. Close L03 and L10 after 4 seconds to allow sufficient CEA drop time.

d. Cannot be closed until reactor trip switchgear breakers are opened locally.

Answer: b.

Ref: EOP Operations Expectations
40EP-OEO01, Standard Post Trip Actions
029 EK3.12, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for
ATWS. (4.4/4.7) .

LP: NKA01-01-RC401-000, Obj. 7
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 63. <1.0)

While performing a surveillance test procedure it becomes apparent that the
sequence of steps needs to be changed to prevent excessive differential pressure
across a valve. This procedure change should be processed as:

a. a temporary approved procedure action (TAPA).

b. an Instructional Change Request (lCR). Continue with the surveillance test
by resequencing the steps.

c. a special variance.

d. an intent change to a procedure, requiring a 50.59, screening and
evaluation.

Answer: d.

Ref:
K/A:

01OP-OAP01, Procedure Process
Generic 2.2.6, Knowledge of process for making procedure changes in the
facility as described in the safety analysis report (2.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-711-000, Obj. 2
Level:
Source: . B
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Question 64, I1.0)

Loca uAuRod ~Startu

Position Ch.1

Reactor startup is in progress
The following Nl indications were recorded:

~Startu

Ch. 2
~Lo

"S" Loca ".Cu LocO "Du

Gp 1 at 0" 120 cps

Gp 1 at 90" 250 cps

Gp 2 at 30" 480 cps

Gp 2 at 60" 970 cps

110 cps

242 cps
h

420 cps

985 cps

1.10E-05 1.31E-05 1.20E-05 1.25E-05

1.40E-05 1.41E-05 1.45E-05 1.48E-05

1.82E-05 1.43E-05 1.80E-05, 1.78E-05

2.04E-05 1.48E-05 . 2.,14E-05 2.08E-05

Gp 2 at 90" 1780 cps 1795 cps 3.80E-04 1.53E-05 3,77E-04 3.82E-04

Gp 3 at 30" Off Off 5.35E-04 1.60E-05 5.45E-04 5.29E-04

e
Nl overlap is:

a. adequate since at least one decade overlap between log channels exist.

b. adequate since sufficient number of log safety channels are responding
properly.

c. not adequate because the startup and log channel increase is nonlinear.

d. not adequate because insufficient number of log safety channels are
responding properly.

Answer: b.

Ref
K/A

40OP-9ZZ03, Reactor Startup, App. D
032'A2.04, Abilityto determine and interpret satisfactory source-
range/intermediate-range overlap. (3.1/3.5)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-203-000, Obj. 8
Level: 3
Source: N
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Quest:on 65. ~1.0)

GiverI the following conditions:

~ All three charging pumps running.

~ Borating through CHA-UV-514 with CHB-UV-501 closed.

~ A Boric Acid Makeup Pump starts and recirculation valve opens.

Which one of the following is the cause for a subsequent trip of the "E" charging
pump.

a. Excessive flow causing an overcurrent trip.

b. Low suction pressure.

c. A Boric Acid pump start interlock.

d. High differential pressure trip.

Answer: b.

'ef:

41OP-1 CH01, CVCS Normal Operations
K/A: 022 AA2.02, Abilityto determine/interpret Charging Pump problems. (3.2/3.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-141-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 66, < 1.0)

The following conditions exist:

~ Plant cooldown in progress

~ RCS T cold - 200'

PZR pressure - 320 psia

SIA-UV-651, SIC-UV-653 - "A" SDC suction valves are OPEN

~ SlB-UV-652, SID-UV-654 "B" SDC suction valves are CLOSED

Overpressure protection is:

a. adequate since the "A" train LTOP is aligned.

b. not adequate because no LTOP's are aligned.

c. not adequate until the "8" train LTOP is aligned.

d. adequate because LTOP's are not required until RCS pressure is < 291 psia.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

Technical Specification 3.4.8.3
025 AA2.06, Abilityto determine existence of proper RHR overpressure
protection. (3.2/3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-139-000, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question ~ 67. < 1,0)e 1

WHICH ONE of the following describes the reason the Nuclear Cooling Water
containment isolation valves are reopened in a designated sequence following an
isolation?

a. Prevent loss of suction to NC pumps.

b. Avoid exceeding b,P across the return isolation valves.

c. The supply and return isolation valves are electrically interlocked.

d. Prevent overpressure and potential safety relief actuation.

Answer: d.

Ref: 41OP-1NC01, Nuclear Cooling Water
K/A: 026 AK3.03, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in the AOP for

loss of CCW/nuclear service water. (4.2)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-104-000, Obj. 6, 7
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 68. ('1.0)

Given the following plant conditions:

~ Reactor trip with AFAS-1 and AFAS-2 actuated

~ Essential spray pond pump "A"tripped on overcurrent

~ No other equipment failures exist

Which one of the following indicates how many minutes emergency diesel
generator "A"may operate before damage would occur?

a. 2

b. 2.6

c. 12.6

d. 15

Ref
K/A

41AO-1ZZ52, Diesel Generator Operations After ESFAS Actuations
026 AA2.06, Abilityto determine and interpret the length of time after the
loss of CCW flow to a component before that component may be damaged
as they apply to the Loss of Component Cooling Water. (2.8/3.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-127-000, EO09, 6, 7
Level: 1

Source: N
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Ques',ion 69. i10)
C

An electrical fire in the control room has occurred and the control room has been
evacuated.

WHICH ONE describes the identified potential operational impact of not closing
the MSIVs as soon as possible after the reactor is tripped?

a. A steam bypass control system failure could overcool the RCS.

b. A failure of an MSIS and an ESD could result in overcooling the RCS.

c. A failure of an MSIS and FWPT's continue to feed could cause steam
generators to overfill.

d. A steam bypass control system failure could induce an overpressure
condition on the RCS.

Answer: c.

K/A
41AO-1ZZ44, Control Room Fire
067 AK1.01, Knowledge of the operational implications of Fire Classification
by type as they apply to Plant Fire on site. (2.9/3.9)

LP: NKA01-RC-344, EO02, EO08
Level: 1

Source: M
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Given!ne following plant conait;ons:

~ A fire occurnng on the 120'f the control building in the communication
equipment room.

~ Automatic fire suppression has actuated.

Which one of the following states the method of fire protection in the affected
equipment room and hazard to personnel?

a. Wet pipe sprinkler system causing a shock hazard.

b. Water deluge system causing a shock hazard.

c. Carbon dioxide flood causing a respiratory hazard.

d. Halon flood causing a respiratory hazard.

Answer: d.

LP

Ref: .Site Access Training Handout, page 38
13-M-HJP-001, Control Building HVAC

K/A: 086 K5.04, Knowledge of the operational implications of the hazards to
personnel as a result of fire type and methods of protection. (2.9/3.5)
Site Access Training, NGA06
Fire Protection, EO-4

Level: 1

Source: M
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Gi'ven the foilowing plant conditions:

~ Essential auxiliary feedwater pump AFA-P01 out of service.

~ Unit trip due to loss of offsite power/loss of grid.

~ PKA-M41 bus deenergized due to overcurrent on bus.

~ Essential auxiliary feedwater pump AFB-P01 trips on ground fault.

Which one of the following identifies the correct method of feeding the steam
generators for this condition?

a. Cross-tie another units condensate pumps.

, b. Reset and restart a main feedwater pump.

c. Local start of AFN-P01

0 d. Electrically jumper around the ground fault relay on AFB-P01.

Answer: c.

Ref: 40EP-9EO05 Loss of All Feedwater Step 7
K/A: 054 AA2.04, Abilityto determine conditions and reasons for AFW pump

startup as it applies to loss of main feedwater. (4.1/4.2)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-406 EO02, 1

Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 72, (1.0)

Given the following conditions
~ A small break LOCA is occurring.
~ PZR pressure 1750 psia.
~ The RCS is 40'ubcooled.
~ 1B and 2B RCP's have been manually tripped.

Two RCP's were left operating under these conditions because:

a. maintaining forced circulation is desirable and the potential for RCP seal
failures is'educed.

b. maintaining 2 pumps running minimizes RCP journal bearing wear/damage

c. maintaining 2 pumps running minimizes the potential for the formation of
dilute pockets of boron.

d. maintaining forced circulation is desirable and the plant can remain in a safe
condition under these conditions.

Answer: d.

Ref:
K/A

40DP-9AP08, LOCA Technical Guideline
009 EK3.21, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for
small break LOCA/leak. (4.2/4.5)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-403, Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 73. (1,0)

Extended operation of the reactor coolant pumps during a loss of all feedwater
event is undesirable because it will:

a. decrease the time to the potential loss of the steam generators as a heat
sink.

b. increase the probability of thermal shock to the steam generator cold leg
nozzles when feed flow is restored.

c. increase the probability of thermal shock to the steam generator tubes when
feed flow is restored.

d. decrease pressurizer pressure due to main spray bypass flow.

Answer: a

Ref: 40DP-SOP11, Loss of All Feed Technical Guideline
K/A: E06 EK1.2, Knowledge of the operational implications of the normal,

abnormal and emergency operating procedures associated with (Loss of
Feedwater). (3.2/3.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-406, Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 74. i1.0i

Consider the following plant conditions:

Plant was initially at 100% power.

~ Leak rate through a weld crack on the pressurizer surge line is 2 gpm.
I

~ A plant shutdown has been initiated.

Based on this information, the NRC must be notified:

a. within 1 hour followed by a 30-day report (LER).

b. within 4 hours followed by a 30-day report (LER).

c: within 24 hours.

d. 'nly by a 30-day report (LER).

Answer: a

Ref: Tech Specs 6.6.1 and 10 CFR 50.72.(b) (i)(A) & 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(A)
K/A: Generic 2.1.10, Knowledge of conditions and limitations in the facility

license. (3.9)
LP: NKA01-00-RC-514-000, EO08

NKA01-01-RC-704, EO05
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 75. (":„0~

When is it permissible for an Auxiliary Operator (AO) lo use vital area keys?

a. Whenever needing access to an area outside the ACAD protected area.

b. ~Onl as directed by emergency or abnormal procedures and a timely entry
is required for the protection of personnel or equipment.

c. A red light is received on an ACAD card reader and entry is needed for
completion of area rounds.

d. When ACAD accessibility to an area is not functioning and a timely entry
is required.

Answer: d

Ref: 40DP-9OP02, Conduct of Shift Operations
K/A: Generic 2.1.13, Knowledge of facility requirements for controlling

vital/controlled access. (2.9)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-709-000, SEO02
Level: 1

Source: N
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.~ conaensate storage;anK ~evel above the technica( specification limit of 29.5
feet ensures a minimum water volume of:

a. 350,000 gallons is available to maintain the RCS in Hot Standby for 12
hours followed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling entry temperature
assuming a loss of one 4160v vital bus.

b. 350,000 gallons is available to maintain the RCS in Hot Standby for 8 .

'oursfollowed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling entry temperature
assuming a concurrent LOOP.

c. 300,000 gallons is available to maintain the RCS in Hot Standby for 12
hours followed a cooldown to shutdown cooling entry temperature
assuming a loss of one 4160v vital bus.

d. 300,000 gallons is available to maintain the RCS in Hot Standby for 8
hours followed by a cooldown to shutdown cooling entry temperature
assuming a concurrent LOOP.

Answer: d

Ref: Tech Spec 3/4.7.1.3 bases CST
K/A: Generic 2.2.25, Knowledge of bases in techriical specifications for limiting

conditions for operations and safety limits. (3.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-506-000, SEO02
Level: 1

Source: N
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'a've ine;ollow/ng p(an' dltlons,

The plant is tripped following a loss oi oiisite power.

The pnmary operator is depressurizing the RCS using auxiliary spray.

SIAS initiates. adequate subcooled margin is lost.

The primary operator closes the auxiliary spray valve.

RCS pressure stabilizes and begins to slowly increase.

~ The secondary operator establishes permissives on an ADVfor each
steam generator and raises controller demand to 30%.

Which are the appropriate actions for the CRS regarding procedure use under
these conditions?

a. The CRS must exit the LOOP procedure immediately and reperform the
SPTA's while rediagnosing the event.

b. The CRS must exit the LOOP procedure immediately and enter the
Functional Recovery Procedure because a safety function is lost.

Remain in the LOOP procedure if adequate subcooling margin can be
regained imminently.

Remain in the LOOP procedure and implement the applicable Functional
Recovery Procedure appendix to regain adequate subcooled margin.

Answer: c

Ref:
K/A:
LP:
Level

40DP-9AP16, EOP Users Guide
Generic 2.4.14, Knowledge of general guidelines for EOP use. (3.9)
NKA01-01-RC-407-000, EO03
3
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Question 18,;1.0)I ~ ~
~ tt

Which one of the following is a deleceable responsibility of the Emergency
Coordinator during implementation of a Site Area Emergency?

a. Offsite notifications to the state, county and NRC.

b. Protective Action Recommendations (PARs).

c. Emergency team deployment.

d. Determination of evacuation of non-emergency personnel.

Answer: c
'I

Ref: 16DP-OEP14, STSC Actions
K/A: Generic 2.4.40, Knowledge of the SRO's responsibilities in emergency plant

implementation. (4.0)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-601-000, EO08
Level: 1

Source: N
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n

Question 79, (1.0>

During normal 100% power operations, the instrument air containment isolation
valve, IAA-UV-2,closes and cannot be opened. WHICH ONE of the following
describes the affect of this failure on the reactor coolant pumps?

a. Seal cooler inlet temperatures will rise requiring a manual trip of the
reactor and all four'CPs.

b. Seal injection flow will rise, however, no RCP trip setpoints will be
exceeded.

c. Seal bleedoff flow will drop below the RCP trip setpoint requiring a manual
trip of the reactor and all four RCPs.

d. Seal bleedoff flow will rise and the High Pressure Seal Cooler outlet
temperature wilt rise requiring a manual reactor trip and all four RCPs.

e Answer; b

Ref: 40
K/A: 00

AO-9ZZ04, RCP Emergencies
3 K6.04, Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction on containment

isolation valves will have on the RCPS. (3.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-139, EO09
Level: 3
Source: N
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Ques'ion BO. (1 Oi

Tho plant has just tripped from 100% power due to a loss of offsite power. No
operator action has been taken. Heat removal is being controlled by main steam
'safety valves. Two pressure sensors (PT-1023A and B) on steam generator ¹2
are stuck at 920 psig.

WHlCH ONE of the following describes the expected results on how ESFAS will
respond?

An automatic MSIS will occur. Neither steam generators'evel will recover.

Level in steam generator ¹1 will recover. Level in Steam Generator ¹2 will
not recover.

Both steam generator levels will recover.

d. Level in steam generator ¹2 will recover. Level in steam generator ¹1 will
not recover.

Ref: PVNGS Simplified Control System Drawing ¹45
K/A: 056 AA2.72, Abilityto determine and interpret auxiliary feed flow as it applies

to the loss of offsite power. (4.3)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-149-000, EO05/EO06
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 81. (1,0i

During post trip conditions with a natural circulation cooldown in progress, the
Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring System has been declared inoperable due to a
heater failure. Which of the below actions is correct with regard to monitoring
reactor vessel inventory under these conditions?

'I

a. No use of the RVLMS is possible.

b. The heated junction thermocouples may still be used to obtain
temperature information which can be used to determine level.

c. The unheated junction thermocouples may still be used to obtain
temperature information which can be used to determine level.

d. Connect unheated junction thermocouples to an 8-pen recorder that will
measure and display level.

, Answer: c

Ref: 41AO-1ZZ54, Monitoring the RV Inventory with RVLMS Inoperable.
K/A: 017 K6.01, Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction of in-core

temperature system sensors and detectors. (3.0)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-157-000, EO05/EO06
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 82. (1.0i

The plant is in Hot Standby at normal temperature and pressure. The "A" Diesel
Generator has been paralleled to PBA-S03 and loaded to half capacity. DC bus
PKA-M41 is lost. The "A" Diesel Generator will:

a. remain in operation and it's output breaker will remain closed.

b. remain in operation. It's output breaker will open.

trip and it's output breaker will remain closed until manually (locally)
opened.

d. trip and it's output breaker will remain closed un~!I it opens under reverse
power conditions.

Answer: c

Ref: 40AO-9ZZ13, Loss of Class Instrument or Control Power.
K/A: 063 K3.01, Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the DC

electrical system will have on the ED/G. (4.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-317-000, EO02
Level: 2
Source: B
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"ons~der!he following;.

A LOCA has occurred in containment.

~ The containment spray actuation setpoint has not been reached.

~ The Functional Recovery Procedure has been entered due to failure to meet
Containment Combustible Gas Control safety function criteria.

~ CCGC-1 is implemented to place the Containment Normal and CEDM ACUs
in service as well as the Reactor Cavity and Pressurizer cooling fans.

WHlCH ONE describes the operational implications for placing the fans listed
above in service.

a. They will reduce the possibility of hydrogen pockets accumulating thereby
preventing hydrogen burn.

b. They promote mixing containment air for iodine removal thereby reducing
the offsite dose.

c. They provide the motive force for getting containment air to the hydrogen
recombiners to reduce hydrogen concentration.

d. They augment containment cooling which will prevent hydrogen
concentrations above 2.9%.

Answer: a

Ref: 40DP-.9AP14, Functional Recovery Technical Guidelines
K/A: A16 AK3.2, Knowledge of the reasons for normal, abnormal and emergency

operating procedures associated with (Excess RCS Leakage). (3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-409-000, EO03
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 84. (1.0)

During normal plant operations switchyard voltage is limited to no less than 524
KV. The basis for the required actions with low switcnyard voltage is the:

a. potential damage to the startup transformers.

potential delay in ECCS response time.

c. increased potential for a loss of offsite power.

d. increased average load on the main generator.

Answer: b

Ref:
K/A:

Tech spec. 3.8.1.1.f/g
062 A2.16, Abilityto predict the impacts of degraded system voltage on the
AC distribution system. (2.9)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-509-000, SEO02
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 85. (1.0>

The following conditions have existed for 1 hour:

Plant is in Mode 4.

~ The inside containment air lock door„is open with personnel inside
containment. U

~ The outside containment air lock door is closed.
~ All other required penetrations are operable.

Containment integrity...

a. 'urrently exists.

b. is not required in mode 4.

c. will not exist until the inside containment air lock door is closed.

d. will not exist until all personnel are out of containment.

Answer: a

Ref: Tech Spec 3.6.1.1 and Tech Spec definitions 1.7
K/A: 103 K1.02, Knowledge of physical connections and/or cause effect

relationship between the containment system and containment
isolation/containment integrity. (4.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-501-000, Obj. 1, NKA01-01-RC-507-000, obj. 1

Level: 2
Source: N
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Guest! Qn Boe

Given the following conditions:

~ ~ Unit operating at 100% power.

~ PWN-P01A trips on overcurrent.

~ PWN-P01B auto starts and trips on ground fault.

WHICH ONE of the following identifies expected plant status after procedural
actions are taken for this condition?

a. Generator load reduced to 30%, SBCS operati"n as necessary to control
RCS temperatures, steam generator blowdown stopped, gradual loss of
instrument Airpressure.

Reactor tripped, SBCS controlling on valves 1007 and 1008, Auxiliary
Feed Water supplying both steam generators, steam generator blowdown
stopped, loss of letdown.

Reactor critical, SBCS controlling reactor power below 30% to the
condenser, gradual loss of Instrument Airpressure, both Main Feed
Pumps on their turning gear.

d. Reactor tripped, SBCS controlling RCS temperature to the condenser,
gradual loss of Instrument Airpressure, loss of letdown, both Main Feed
Pumps on their turning gear.

Answer: b

Ref: 40AO-9ZZ03, Loss of Cooling Water
K/A: 008 A2.01, Abilityto predict the impacts of loss of CCW pump and based on

those predictions, use procedures to mitigate the consequences. (3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-303-000, EO03/EO04; NKA01-01-RC-103-000, EO09
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 87 '1.0)

During 100% power operation, a 4-fingered CEA (089) drops to the bottom of the
core. Which one of the following identifies the reason the LCO action requires a
prompt realignment of the misaligned CEA '?

a. Distortion of the core power distribution affecting available Shutdown
Margin and ejected CEA worth.

b. Xenon buildup in the regions of the core away from the dropped CEA
affecting core burnup/reload calculations.

c. Excessive localized burnup affecting the ejected CEA worth used in the
Safety Analysis.

d. Reduction of the Moderator Temperature Coefficient and temperature
effects on parameters used in the Safety Analysis.

\

Answer: a

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source

Tech Spec Bases 3/4.1.3
005 AK3.04, Knowledge of the reasons for Tech-Spec limits for inoperable
rods. (4.1)
NKA01-01-RC-502-000, SEO01
1 1
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GIven one 'allowing OIdnt conditions.

Unit 2 is tripped following a large break LOCA.

3 hours have elapsed since the trip.

RCS pressure is equalized with containment pressure at 35 psia.

Both steam generators are available for heat removal.

Refueling water tank level is steady at 7%.

WHICH ONE of the following conditions reflect the expected safety injection
system lineup?

a. LPSI and HPSI lined-up for cold feg injection from the RIANT.

b. LPSI and HPSI lined-up from the RWT, LPSI lined-up for cold Ieg
injection, HPSI lined-up for hot leg injection only.

LPSI pumps are stopped, HPSI pump suction on the containment sump,
HPSI discharge lined-up for hot leg injection only.

d. LPSI pumps are stopped, HPSI pump suction on the containment sump,
HPSI discharge lined-up for hot and cold leg injection.

Answer: d

Ref: 40DP-9AP08, LOCA Technical Guidelines; 40EP-9EO03, LOCA
K/A: 011 EA1.11, Abilityto operate and monitor long-term cooling of core as they

apply to a large break LOCA. (4.2)
LP: NKA01-01-RC mv3-000, EO03
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 89. ('1.0)

The plant has tripped from full power operation and lhe crew has entered the
LOOP/Loss of Forced Circulation emergency procedure due to loss of all four
RCPs. What are the effects of maintaining steam generator level 40% to 60%
Wide Range instead of where it is required?

RCPs cannot be restarted with level that low, assuming other RCP restart
criteria are met.

b. RCS temperature remains warmer, reducing available Shutdown Margin.

c. Steam generator blowdown must be terminated, affecting the assumed
heat removal during plant cooldown.

d. The steam generator tubes are not fully covered which may impact natural
circulation.

Answer: d

Ref: 4
K/A: 0

ODP-9AP12, LOOP/LOFC Technical Guidelines
15 AK3.07, Knowledge of the reasons for ensuring that S/G levels are

controlled properly for natural circulation enhancement as they apply to loss of
RC flow. (4.2)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-407-000, EO03
Level: 2
Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 90. <1 0)

A plant condition has resulted in a reactor power cutback. The RCS is now stable

at 50% after the transient. Chemistry reports that DOSE EQUIVALENTI-131 is

23 microcuries/gram. This is below the transient curve limit of 178

microcuries/gram. Which statement below describes the reason the technical
specification allows plant operation to continue for 48 hours?,

a. To allow for possible Iodine spiking phenomenon.

b. To allow for stable chemistry sample data on the steam generators.

If the transient limit is not exceeded site boundary doses are not affected.

d. To allow reasonable time to verify the initial sample results.

'Answer: a

Ref: Technical Specifications Bases, 3.4.7
K/A: 076 AK3.05, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for high

reactor coolant activity. (3.8)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-505-000, SEO01
Level: 1

Source: N
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Senior Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 91. (1.0}

An unisolable main steam line break has occurred during rated power conditions..
RCPs have been stopped. What are the potential effects of the crew not taking
actions to stabilize RCS temperature once dryout occurs as required by the
procedure?

a. RCS temperature rises faster than pressure causing a loss of RCS
sub cooling.

b. Continued RCS cooldown causing loss of Shutdown Margin.

c. The RCS may go solid, RCS pressure will rise and cause a pressurized
thermal shock concern.

d. Exceeding the RCS pressure safety limit.

Answer: c

Ref: 40DP-9AP10, ESD Technical Guidelines
K/A: E05 EK3.1, Knowledge of the facility operating characteristics during

transients conditions, including coolant chemistry, and the effects of
temperature, pressure, and reactivity changes and operating limitations as
they apply to ESD. (3.8)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-405-000, EO03
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 92, (1.01

0

SG ¹1 T-cold
SG ¹1 T-hot
SG ¹1 Pressure
SG ¹1 Level
PZR Pressure

420oF
500'F
115 psia
0% WR
1800 psia

WHlCH ONE of the following is the target pressure to stabilize RCS
temperature?

a. 594 psia

b. 514 psia

c. 309 psia

d. 115 psia

A steam break has occurred in the Main Steam Support Structure that is not
isolable. RCPs are not operating. When the affected steam generator reaches
dryout conditions the following information is taken:

SG ¹2 T-cold 470'F
SG ¹2 T-hot 485'E
SG ¹2 Pressure 900 psia
SG ¹2 Level . 50% WR
PZR Level 25%

Answer: b

Ref: 40EP-9EO05, Excess Steam Demand; EOP Operations Expectations
K/A: E05 EA1.3, Abilityto operate and/or monitor desired operating results during

abnormal and emergency situations as they apply to the (Excess Steam
Demand). (4.2)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-405-000, EO03
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 93. (1,0)

Your unit has experienced a loss of offsite power concurrent with a failure of both
emergency diesel generators to start. An investigation reveals that both diesel
generators are not recoverable for at least 8 hours. A single.Gas Turbine
Generator (GTG) has been used to energize PBA-S03.

Why does the Blackout procedure continue to restore another means of
supplying power?

a. A single GTG can not provide enough power to allow energizing all loads
. associated with the vital bus.

b. A single GTG is not considered reliable.

c. PBA-S03 is not the preferred bus to energize from the GTG'during a
Blackout.

d. A single GTG is not capable of supplying both PBA-S03 and energizing
switchyard loads.

Answer: a

Ref: 40DP-9AP13, Blackout Technical Guidelines
KIA: 055 EK3.02, Knowledge of reasons for actions contained in EOP for loss of

offsite and onsite power. (4.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RCX08-000, EO03
Level:
Source: N
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Question 94. ( I.O)

Given the following plant conditions:
~ Unit 1 is currently in Mode 3 following a manual trip.

~ Excess steam demand from SG ¹1 to atmosphere.
~ RU-142, Main steam line N-16 monitor, channels 1 and 2 were in High

alarm prior to trip.
~ The CRS is performing 40EP-9EO09, Functional Recovery Procedure.

Upon confirmation of a Steam Generator Tube Rupture the CRS should first
perform the...

A

a. HR safety function because it is the only safety function jeopardized.

b. HR safety function because it will identify and isolate the most affected
steam generator.

c. Cl safety function because it is a higher priority safety function than HR.

d. Cl safety function because it is the only safety function jeopardized.

Answer: d

Ref: 40DP-9AP14, Functional Recovery Technical Guidelines
K/A: 069 AK3.01, Knowledge of the reasons for the guidance contained in EOP for

loss of containment integrity. (4.2)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-409-000, EO03
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 95. i "i.0)

P

A plant trip has occurred and offsite power to both vital 4.16kv buses has been
lost. During standard post trip actions the primary operator at B01 observes the
following:

The 'A'iesel generator has tripped on overspeed.

The 'B'iesel Generator has started but its output breaker has not closed.

The 'B'iesel Generator voltage is just below normal.

A green "4.16KV IE TR B SPLY BKR LKO TRIP" window is alarming.

~ Allother indications appear normal.

According to procedural guidance, the CRS would expect the primary operator
to:

a. emergency stop the 'B'iesel Generator.

b. adjust the output voltage and close the output breaker.

c. reset the 86 Lockout, adjust voltage and close the output breaker.

d. direct an Auxiliary Operator to reset 'A'iesel Generator.

Answer: a

Ref:
K/A:

40EP-9EO01, Standard Post Trip Actions; EOP Operations Expectations
E02 EK1.1, Knowledge of the operational implications of annunicators and
conditions indicating signals, and remedial actions associated with reactor trip.
(3 4)

LP: NKA01-01-RCX01-000, EO02/EO07
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 96. (1.0)

During plant stat tup activities a condition arises requirir.g a manual reactor trip.
The automatic reactor trip and manual reactor trip attempt did not work. The
primary operator attempts to open NGN-L03B2 and NGN-L10B2 but is not
successful. By procedural direction the CRS should next:

Open the 13.8 KV supply breakers to NGN-L03/L11/L17 and NGN-
L04/L10/L12.

b. Initiate a Reactor Power Cutback then drive the remaining CEAs inward.

c. Open the reactor trip breakers locally.

d. Transition to the Functional Recovery Procedure and determine from the
Reactivity Control Safety Function what to do.

Answer: c

Ref: 40EP-9EO01, Standard Post Trip Actions
K/A: 007 EA2.02, Abilityto determine proper actions to be taken ifthe automatic

safety functions have not taken place. {4.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-401-000, EO02
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 97. (1.0)

Given the following plant conditions:
~ Unit 3 at 84% power coasting down for a refueling outage.
~ Main Spray valve, RCS-PV-100E is out of service.

~ The secondary operator is backing down on turbine load.

~ T, rises to 567'F.
~ Pressurizer pressure rises to 2299 psia.

WHiCH ONE of the following states the action, ifany, that must be taken in
regards to Technical Specifications?

a. No action required until pressurizer pressure exceeds 2300 psia.

b. Restore the out of service main spray valve within 1 hour or commence a
shutdown.

c. T, must be restored to less than the Technical Specification limitof 565'F.

0 d. Pressurizer pressure must be restored to less than the Technical
Specification limitof 2295 psia.

Answer: d.

Ref: Technical Specifications 3/4.2.8
K/A: 027 AA2.04, Abilityto determine and interpret Tech-Spec limits for RCS

pressure as they apply to Pressurizer Pressure Control Malfunctions. (4.3)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-505-000, SEO01
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 98. (1,0)

'Vith loss of instrument air pressure due to an air header rupture, the:

a. MSIVs and FWIVs fail as-is and can only be fast-closed.

b. MSIVs and FWIVs fail as-is and can only be slow-closed.

MSIVs and FWIVs fail closed but have a nitrogen backup for needed
operation.

I

MSIVs fail closed and the FWIVs fail as-is but can be fast-closed.

Answer: a

Ref
K/A

41OP-1IA01, Instrument Air, 41AO-1ZZ06, Loss of Instrument Air
065 AK3.03, Knowing effects on plant operation of isolating certain equipment
from instrument air. (3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-133-000, EO05
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 99. (1.0)

'onsider.the folloy, ing:

~ A loss of all offsite power has occurred.

~ Both EDG's are supplying their respective 4.16kv vital buses.

~ The crew has entered the LOOP/Loss of Forced Circulation procedure.

o Offsite power restoration is not expected for two
hours.'hy

does the procedure have the crew energize NAN-S01, NAN-S03 and NAN-
S05 from the Gas Turbine Generators (GTGs) under these conditions?

a. To supply GTG auxiliaries such as battery chargers and GTG control
room air conditioning.

b. To supply ESF- transformer X03 auxiliaries.

c. To supplement switchyard batteries and supply power to quench gas
comp ressors.

'd. To supplement class batteries and supply power to non-class instrument
busses.

Answer: c

Ref: . 40EP-9EO07, LOOP/LOFC;40DP-9AP12, LOOP/LOFC Tech Guide
K/A: 056 AK3.02, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for loss

of offsite power. (4.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-407-000, EO03
Level: 2
Source: N
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The plant is in Mode 6 )ith one reac;or vessei hea~i off. Fuel transfer activities
have been stopped while a problem with the Upender is fixed. The refueling SRO
is attending an outage planning brief. The Nuclear Fuels Management people in
the Control Room ask the refueling bridge operator to reposition a portable light
in the vessel. Select the answer that describes the requirements that must be
met for this to take place.

a. A control room SRO must oversee this activity in the control room. No
other requirements. This is a core alteration.

b. A control room SRO and Reactor Engineering must oversee this activity in
the control room. This is not a core alteration.

c. The refueling SRO must be present. This is not a core alteration.

d. The refueling SRO must be present. This is a core alteration.

Answer: d

Ref: 41OP-1ZZ12, Mode 6 Operations; 78OP-9FX01, Refueling Machine
Operations

K/A: Generic 2.2.31, Knowledge of SRO fuel handling responsibilities. (3.8)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-702-000, EO01/EO02
Level: 1 .

Source: N

END OF EXAMINATION
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Reactor Oper'ator License Exam Key

Question 1. (1.0)t

Reactor power is 100%. SlT 1A nitrogen pressure indicates 635 psig.

Which one of the following states the correct action, if any, required to satisfy
Technical Specification LCO(s)?

a. Restore N2 pressure between 600-625 within 1 hour.

Restore N2 pressure between 600-625 within 6 hours.

N2 pressure is acceptable.

d. No action required, only 3 SlT tanks are required to be operable.

Answer: a.

Ref: Tech Spec 3.5.1 action a

~~

K/A: Generic 2.1.11, Knowledge of less than one hour technical specification
action statements for systems. (3.0/3.8)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-506-000, Obj. 'l

Level: 1

Source: N

Level Key:
1=Knowledge Fundamentals 2=Comprehension 3= Application/Analysis

Source Key:
a=Question Bank M=Modified from Bank N=New Question
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Question 2. (1,0)

Valve services requests a clearance to perform limit and torque switch
adjustments and testing of a motor operated valve (MOV). To perform the
required testing, the MOV:

does not require a clearance since MOV testing is not within the scope of
the clearance and tagging procedure.

shall be tagged with a red "Danger - Do Not Operate" tag and a blue
"Men-At-Work"tag.

C.
U

can only be operated under a yellow caution tag.

can only be operated by, or at the direction of, the acceptor of a blue
"Men-At-Work"clearance.

Answer: d:

e Ref: 40DP-9OP29, Tagout Generation
K/A: Generic 2.2.13, Knowledge of tagging and clearance procedures. (3.8/3.6)
LP: NKA01-00-RC-708-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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e"-=s:ion 3. '~)
~WHICH of the following statements correctly identify when independent
verification is required.

A 40AC-9ZZ06 valve locked in the throttled position.

2., Local manipulations of containment isolation valves.

Initial system lineup of Auxiliary Building HVAC following an
outage.

4 Gaseous radwaste system or component being returned to service
or restored to a stand-by status.

Closed liquid sample valves where the pipe down-stream is operi-
ended (not hard-piped) and no flow from the pipe is observed.

a. 1, 2, 3

2, 3,4

1,2,5

3, 4, 5

Answer: b

Ref:
K/A:

LP: N
Level: 1

Source: N

02DP-OZZ01, Verification of Plant Activities
Generic 2.1.29, Knowledge of how to conduct and verify valve lineups.
(3.3/3.4)

KA01-01-RC-70701, Obj. 6
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Consider!he foiiowing conditions:

~ The plant is currently shutdown

Reactor power = 0'!0

~ decay heat =1E -4%

~ Tc = 218'F
~ Keff = .90

The plant...

b.

'C.

is currently in Mode 4.

is currently in Mode 5.
C

will enter Mode 5 when Tc is reduced to < 212'F.

will enter Mode 6 when Tc is reduced to < 150'F.

Answer: a

Ref:
K/A:
LP:
Level:
Source:

Technical Specifications definitions
Generic 2.1.22, Abilityto determine Mode of operation. (2.8/3.3)
NKA01-01-RC-501-000, Obj. 1

2
N





Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Question 5., t1.0i

Which one of the following conditions requires entry into a Technical Specification
action statement while at normal operating temperature and pressure?

a. Pressurizer level 28%.

b. T„„553 F

c. Charging pump CHE-P01 is under clearance.

d. "A"diesel generator fuel oil storage tank level 78%.

Answer: d .

Ref:
K/A:

LP:.
Level:
Source: N

Technical Specifications 3.8.1.1
Generic 2.2.22, Knowledge of limiting conditions for operations and safety
limits. (3A/3A)
NKA01-01-RC-509-000, Obj. 1
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Question 6, /1,0)

Concerning 10 CFR 20 Radiation Exposure limits, select tne value which correctly
completes the following sentence.

The Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) limit for a 30 year old individual shall
not exceed...

a. 5 Rem/year

b. 12 Rem/year

c. 60 Rem lifetime.-~

d. 144 Rem lifetime.

Answer: a.

Ref: 10
K/A: G

CFR 20
eneric 2.3.1, Knowledge of 10CFR20 and related facility radiation control

requirements. (2.6/3.0)
LP: NGW15, Radiological Work Practices, RWP 14, Obj. EO01
Level: 1

Source: N
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~Dues!~on 7 '" 0)

Group 5 CEA's have just been withdrawn to 100 inches when the following alarms
and indicatioris occur:

~ Group deviation alarm on PMS

~ Reactor power decrease

~ CEA 16 Lower Electrical Limit (LEL) light on the CEDMCS Panel is illuminated

~ Pulse counter indicates group 5 and CEA 16 at 100 inches

~ Both CEACs indicate CEA 16 at 0 inches

~ CEA bottom light on the core mimic is not illuminated

CEA 16 has:

a. dropped/slipped to position 0 inches.

b. dropped/slipped and actual position cannot be determined.

c. not dropped/slipped however, one 0 inch Reed Switch Position'Transmitter
(RSPT) has failed closed.

d. not dropped/slipped however, both 0 inch Reed Switch Position Transmitter's
(RSPT's) have failed closed.

Answer: a.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source:

4XAO-XZZ11, Dropped/Slipped CEA
003 AA2.01, Abilityto determine and interpret rod position indication to
actual rod position. (3.7/3.9)
NKA01-00-RC-148, Obj. 5, 6, 8
3
N
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Question 8 (1.0)

The rate of recovery for CEA's which have been misaligned for greater than 1 hour
is limited to 2.25 inches per hour. The reason for this limit is to prevent...

a, fuel damage

b. inducing AS I oscillations

c. exceeding fuel preconditioning limits

d. a variable overpower trip

Answer: a.

Ref:

LP

Tech Spec 3.1.3.1, 41AO-1ZZ11, Dropped/Slipped CEA
(note prior to step 2.5.2)
005 AK3.06, Knowledge of the reasons for the actions contained in AOP for
inoperable/stuck control rod. (3.9/4.2)
NKA01-00-RC-311-000 Obj. 5

Level: 2
Source: N
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Quest~on 9, '" 0}

Given the following plant conditions:

~ The reactor trips from 100% power.

~ SPTA's are in progress
~ PZR pressure 800 psia and stable
~ 3 RCP's are running
~ T Hot 500'F
~ T Cold 480'F
~ PZR level 30% dropping slowly
~ Steam generator flow controlled by main feed in RTO
~ S/G pressures - 1150 psia controlled by SBCS
~ Containment temperature 186'F

WHlCH ONE of the following is correct?

a. Subcooling is adequate for 4 RCP operation.

b. Subcooling is adequate for up to 3 RCP operation.

c. Subcooling is only adequate for 2 RCP operation.

d. Subcooling is not adequate for any RCP operation.

Answer: d.

Ref: 40EP-9EO10, Appendix 2, Steam Tables, EOP Operations Expectations
K/A: 002 A4.03, Abilityto monitor indications and controls necessary to recognize

and correct saturation conditions. (4.3/4.4)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-401, Obj.2,7
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question !0, 0>e

Consider the foliowing Unit 3 conditions

~ 1A and 2A RCP's running.

~ 18 and 28 RCP's tripped due to a 13.8 KV bus trip.

~ Mode 3 and stable.

~ Seal injection and NCW are in service.

Should loss of seal injection occur, the operator is required to:

a. immediately secure 1A and 2A RCP's and isolate seal bleed-off to all 4
RCP's.

b. isolate seal bleed off from 1B and 28 RCP within.3 minutes.

c. isolate seal bleed off from 18 and 2B RCP's within 10 minutes.

d. secure 1A and 2A RCP's and isolate their associated seal bleed-off within
10 minutes.

Answer: b.

Ref
K/A

40AO-9ZZ04, Reactor Coolant Pump Emergencies, Appendix E
015 AA2.10, Abilityto determine when to secure RCPs on loss of cooling or
seal injection. (3.7/3.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-139-000, Obj.
14'evel:3

Source: N
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Reactor Operator License Exam Key

Qustion t I
' 3)

The CRS nas directed emergency b'oration using gravity feed from the RWT thru

CHN-UV 164, Boric Acid Filter Bypass and CHN-UV-514, Boric Acid Makeup to

Charging Pumps. All necessary valve alignments have been performed and all

CVCS components/equipment are available and within normal range(i.e. level,

pressure, flow etc.)

The Primary Operator must hold CHN-HS-501, VCT outlet valve, to the "Close"

position until power is removed from the motor operator because CHN-UV-501
would reopen:

a. when the VCT high level alarm comes in.

b. due to CHN-UV-164 being open.

c. - with VCT level in the normal band.

'. due to CHN-UV-536 being closed.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

40AO-9ZZ01, Emergency Boration
004 K4.12, Knowledge of, CVCS design features and/or interlocks which
provide for minimum level of VCT. (3.1/3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-141-001, Obj. 5

Level: 1

Source: N
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The plant.s in Mode 5 with the 'A'rain oi Shutdown Cooling in service.

System oarameters are normal and trending as expected.

WHICH ONE of the following correctly describes indications of a nitrogen gas
bubble being released from a safety injection tank into the RCS?

a. RCS pressure unchanged, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSI motor
amps high, SDC flow low.

b. RCS pressure unchanged, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSI motor
amps low. SDC flow low. C

c. RCS pressure low, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSI motor amps low,
SDC flow low.

d. RCS pressure unchanged, SDC discharge pressure low, LPSI motor
amps low, SDC flow unchanged.

Answer: b

Ref: 40EP-9EO11, Lower Mode Functional Recovery
K/A: 025 AA1.09, Abilityto operate and/or monitor LPSI pump switches, ammeter,

discharge pressure gage, flow meter, and indicators as they apply to loss of
SDC. (3.2/3.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-322-000, EO01
Level: 3

Source: N
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Question 13. (1.0)

A high spike on RU-145, Fuel Building exhaust mori'.or occurs.

The fuel building ventilation system will align the fuel building exhaust AFUs to
take suction on the:

Fuel building and discharge to atmosphere

b. Fuel building and discharge to fuel building.

c. Fuel building and the auxiliary building and discharge to atmosphere.

d. Auxiliary building and discharge to atmosphere.

Answer: a.

Ref: PVNGS System Training Manual Fuel Building HVAC Vol. 30Ct K/A: 072 K4.02, Knowledge of ARM system design feature(s) and/or interlock(s)
which provide for the fuel building isolation. (3.2/3.4)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-193, EO02
Level: 1

Source: M

13
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Reactor Operator License Exam Key

During a Functiona! Recovery event with both 4.16 KV busses deenergized all
charging pump handswitches are placed in "pull-to-lock". This action is required to
prevent:

a. overloading PBA-S03 or PBB-SO) when they are reenergized.

b. the associated breaker from being in an "anti-pump" condition upon return of
power

c. damage to the pumps due to insufficient pre-lubrication.

d. an uncontrolled resumption of seal injection.

Answer: d.

K/A
40DP-9AP14, Functional Recovery Technical Guideline
E09 EK3.2, Knowledge of the reasons for normal, abnormal and emergency
operating procedures associated with the Functional Recovery. (3.0/3.5)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-409, Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 15. l1.0)

Consider the following conditions:

~ Reactor power is 80%

~ "A" condenser shell vacuum is 7" Hga and degrading
~ Main Tuibine load is 1020 Mwe
~ NNN-D11 is deenergized

WHICH ONE of the following actions is required?

a. Trip the main turbine while maintaining the rea "tor on line.

b. Trip the reactor and control steam generator pressure using ADV's.

c. Trip the reactor and control steam generator pressure using steam bypass
valves 1007 and 1008.

d. Borate and reduce turbine load as necessary to restore condenser vacuum
to less than 5" Hga.

Ref:
K/A

40AO-9ZZ07, Loss of Condenser Vacuum
051 AA2.02, Abilityto determine and interpret conditions requiring reactor
and/or turbine trip as they apply to toss of condenser vacuum. (3.9/4.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-146-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 16, (<.0)

The reason for waiting a minimum amount of time to establish simultaneous hot
and cold leg injection after a LOCA has occurred, is to:

a. allow hot and cold injection leg temperatures to equalize.

b. allow temperature equalization between the containment sump and the RCS.

c. ensure that boric acid buildup is terminated before precipitation occurs.,

d. avoid fluid being entrained in the steam released from the core.

Answer: d.

Ref: 40DP-9AP08, Loss of Coolant Accident Technical Guidelines
K/A: 011 EK3.12, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for

large break LOCA. (4.4/4.6)
LP: NKAO'l-01-RC-403, Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 17. (1,0)

The control room has been evacuated due to a Fire in the control room and control
has been established at the remote shutdown panel. Which one of the following
instruments is considered "reliable" under these conditions.

a. RCC-Pl-105

b. SGA-LI-1113A-1

c. RCA-Ll-110X-1

d. RCB-PI-102B-1

PZR Pressure

Steam Generators 1 and 2 WR level

PZR level

PZR Pressure

Answer: d.

Ref: 40AO-9ZZ44, Control Room Fire
K/A: 067 AA2.16, Abilityto determine and interpret vital equipment and control

systems to be maintained and operated during a fire. (3.3/4.0)1 LP: NKA01-01-RC-344-000, Obj. 4
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 18. (1.0)

CHOGSE the statement which correctly describes the operational characteristics
of "Local/local-remote" switches positioned to "Local".

a. Deenergizes the associated component to its "fail-safe" position.

b. Aligns alternate safe-shutdown control power to ensure automatic operation
during a fire.

c. Isolates the component from the control room and removes automatic control
function.

d. Isolates the component from the control room but inaintains automatic
control functions.

Answer: c.

Ref: 4XAO-XZZ44, Control Room Fire
"K/A: 068 AK2.03, Knowledge of the interrelations between the control room

evacuation and controllers and positioners. (2.9/3.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-344, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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Q uestion 19. ("i,0)

CEA's are being withdrawn during a startup. When Group 5 rods are stepped out
to 90" withdrawn, CEA 016 continues to withdraw.

WHICH ONE of the following actions is required to be taken?

a. Immediately trip the reactor and perform the SPTA's.

b. Select "Manual Individual" on CEDMCS and attempt to insert CEA 016 to
within 6.6" of the remaining Group 5 CEA's.

c. Select "Standby" on CEDMCS, if the CEA continues to withdraw monitor
LPD/DNBR margins and enter 41AO-1ZZ35, Continuous CEA Withdrawal.

d. Select "Standby" on CEDMCS, ifthe CEA continues to withdraw manually
trip the reactor and perform SPTA's.

Answer: d.

41AO-1ZZ35, Continuous CEA Withdrawal
001 AA2.03, Abilityto determine and interpret proper actions to be taken if
automatic actions have not taken place for Continuous Rod Withdrawal.
{4.5/4.8)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-335-000, Obj. 2
Level: 1

Source: N
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>ues~".orl -0 ~ 3!~

~

Given the following plant conditions:

~ 100% power.
~ Pressurizer safety valve, PSV-200 has seat leakage
~ Reactor drain tank level is rising
~ Reactor drain tank pressure is 9.8 psig and increasing slowly

WHICH ONE of the following automatic actions willoccur assuming no operator
actions are taken?

a. The RDT vent to containment, CHN-HV-923, will open resulting in increasing
containment pressure.

b. The RDT vent to waste gas header valve, CHN-UV-540, willopen and the
RDT outlet containment isolation valve, CHA-UV-560, will close.

~ c. The RDT vent to waste gas header valve, CHV-UV-540, and the RDT outlet
containment isolation valve, CHA-UV-560, wilt close

d. The RDT vent to waste gas header valve, CHV-UV-540, willopen and the
RDT rupture disk will rupture resulting in increasing containment pressure.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

41AL-1RK3A, REAC DRN TK PRESS Hl, 3A07B
007 K3.01, Knowledge of the effect a loss or malfunction of the pressurizer
relief tank (RDT) will have on CTMT. (3.3/3.6)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-141, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 21 l 1,0)2

Consider the following plant conditions'.

~ Fuel movement was in progress
~ Irradiated fuel damage has occurred
~ Core alterations have been suspended
~ CREFAS has been actuated

The control building normal and ESF switchgear room normal AHU's must be
secured within 30 minutes to:

0

a. prevent a possible breach of the control room envelope.

b. ensure adequate cooling for the switchgear rooms.

c. ensure the control building remains at a positive pressure.

d. prevent them from tripping on overload.

Answer: a.

Ref
K/A

40AO-QZZ26, Irradiated Fuel Damage
036 AK 3.03, Knowledge of the reasons for guidance contained in AOP for
fuel handling incident. (3.7/4.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-326-000, Obj. 2
Level: 2
Source: N
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22. (1.0j

¹2 Steam Generator has been isolated following a tube rupture. The tollowing
conditions exist:

~ 1A and'2A RCP's are operating
~ PZR pressure 1200 psia
~ Th 490OF

~ SG ¹2 level 60% NR trending up slowly
~ SG ¹2 pressure 900 psia

CHOOSE the correct pressure range that the RCS shouid be controlled in.

a. 700 psia - 750 psia

b. 850 psia - 950 psia

c. 900 psia - 950 psia

d. 1150 psia - 1250 psia

Answer: b.

Ref
KIA

40EP-9EO04, SG Tube Rupture
038 EA2.15, Abilityto determine or interpret pressure at which to maintain
RCS during S/G cooldown as it applies to a SGTR. (4.2/4.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-404-02, Obj. 4,5
Level: 3
Source: M
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";e sixie:!re:earn . nay I ciude,

a. any one member of the mi'nimum shift crew.

b, the shift supervisor,

c. a qualified work control shift supervisor.

d. the STA.

Answer: c.

Ref: 40DP-9OP02, Conduct of Shift Operations
K/A: Generic 2 4.26, Knowledge of facility protection requirements, including fire

brigade and portable fire-fighting equipment usage. (2.9/3.3)
LP:, NKA01-01-RC-709, Obj. 7,16
Level: 1

Source: N
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The following conditions exist'.

"RCP1A LO NCW FLOW" on RKA-UA-4Dand RKB-UAPE.

NCW flow from RCP 1A {NCN-Fl-475) indicates 300 gpm and is confirmed
accurate.

RCP1A is in standby.

WHICH ONE of the following correctly describes the RCP response when the
pump hand switch {RCN-HS-1) is placed to start? Assume all other conditions
within normal range.

a. The RCP will not start.

b. The RCP will start and trip 14 seconds later.

c. The RCP will start and trip immediately.

d. The RCP willstart and continue to run indefinitely.

Answer: a.

Ref
K/A

LP

STM Volume 39, Reactor Coolant System, 41OP-1RC01, RCP Operation
003 K4.04, Knowledge of RCPS design features and interlocks which provide
for adequate cooling of RCP motor and seals. {2.8/3.1)
NKA01-01-RC-139-000, Obj. 2
NKA01-01-RC-104, Obj. 2

Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 25. <1.0)

Consider the following conditions:

~ ~ Pressurizer level control in "Local - Auto"

~ "Local - Auto" setpoint is 53%

At which one of the following pressurizer levels will the backup heaters
automatically energize?

a. 56%

b 50%

c. 38%

d 25%

Answer: a.

K/A

Ref: PVNGS Simplified Control System Drawings, Pressurizer Pressure Control
System
010 A4.02, Abilityto monitor and/or operate PZR heaters in the control room.
(3.6/3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-143, Obj. 5,6
Level: 2
Source: N
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Consider the following plant conditions:

Shutdown cooling system "A" in operation.

Shutdown cooling system "B" in standby.

RCS temperature 150'F

Steam Generator level 50% WR

Steam Generator secondary side temperature 210'F.

Pressurizer level 40% (actual).

Should reactor coolant pump 1B be started, the reactor coolant system pressure
transient will be mitigated by the:

a. pressurizer pressure control system by opening the main spray valves.

b. pressurizer going solid and primary relief valves opening.

c. shutdown cooling suction relief valves.

d. steam generator steaming through the steam bypass control valves.

Answer: c.

Ref: Tech Spec. 3 4.8.3
KIA: 005 A2.02, Abilityto predict the impact of pressure transient protection during

cold shutdown on RHRS (SDC). (3.5/3.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-139-000, EO05
Level: 3
Source: M

26
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Question 27,;1.0)

Following a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA), RCS pressure is at 600 psia and
dropping slowly. The expected safety injection flow indications would be:

a. constant HPSI flow with no LPSI flow.

b. constant HPSI and LPSI flow.

c. increasing HPSI flow with no LPSI flow.

d. increasing HPSI and LPSI flow.

Answer: c.

Ref: 40EP-9EO10, Appendix 2, N001-11.05-1, HPSI Pump Manual
K/A: 006 K5.06, Knowledge of the operational implications of the relationship

~~

between ECCS flow and RCS pressure. (3.5/3.9)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-140, Obj. 8
Level: 2
Source: B
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Question 28. «".0)

Plant conditions are as follows:

95% power

Pressurizer level is 51%

PLCS in "Remote - Auto"

RRS T,„g is selected to "AVG"

If the T, input to RRS T,„, calculation fails "low", the pressurizer level setpoint will:

a. increase to 52.6%, letdown flow willdecrease, and the standby charging
pump will start.

b. decrease to 33%, letdown flow will increase to maximum, and the normally
running charging pump willstop.

c. increase to 52.6%, letdown flow will increase, and the standby charging
pump willstart.

d. remain at it's previous value, with no change in charging pumps or letdown
flow.

Answer: b.

Ref

K/A

PVNGS SimpliTied Control System Drawings, Pressurizer Level Control
System
011 K1.05, Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause effect
relationship between the PZR LCS and RRS. (3.6/3.5)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-142 Obj. 9
Level: 3
Source: N
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A
s Jt

V'Jhich one of the 'olfovltng s(gnals will auto start the essential motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pump (AFB-P01):

a. SlAS or CSAS - immediately on load sequence signal.

b. SIAS or CIAS - after 10 seconds from load sequence signal.

c. LOP - 10 seconds after the DG receives a start signal from the load
sequence.

d. Simultaneous SIAS/LOP -10 seconds after the DG powers the bus.

Answer: d.

Ref: 41OP-1AF01, Essential AuxiliaryFeedwater System; dwg 13-E-AFB-001
K/A: 013 K4.04, Knowledge of ESFAS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which

provide for the auxiliary feed actuation signal. (4.3*/4.3*)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-121, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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Given the following conditions:

Unit 3 operating at 100% full power.

Reactor coolant pump 1A, RCN-P01A, has the following stable
indications:

Seal ¹1 inlet pressure 2250 psia

Seal ¹2 inlet pressure 585 psia

Seal ¹2 outlet pressure 490
psia'ontrolledBleedoff flow 4.9 gpm

Seal ¹1 inlet temperature 115'F

Seal ¹2 inlet temperature 115'F

Seal ¹2 outlet temperature 120'F

Which one of the following describes the status of the RCP 1A seal system?

a. Seal ¹1 is degraded.

b. Seal ¹2 is degraded.

c. Seal ¹3 is degraded.

d. Nuclear cooling water flow is degraded.

Answer: b.

Ref: 40AO-9ZZ04, Reactor Coolant Pump Emergencies
K/A: 003-A2.01, Abilityto predict impacts of problems with RCP seals, especially

rates of seal leak-off. (3.5/3.9)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-139-000, E015
Level: 3 ~

Source: N
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"onsicer:ne oilowing conditior.s.

~ Emergency boration using a HPSI pump is required.
~ lt is expected that it will take 1.5 hours to establish the required shutdown

margin.

Which one of the following statements correctly describes the reason pump flow
should remain greater than 225 gpm during the duration of boration?

a. To prevent pump damage.

b. To ensure adequate flow rate to meet Technical Specification requirements.

c. To ensure the flow indication remains on scale.

d. To ensure shutdown margin is restored within the Technical Specification
time requirements.

Answer: a.

40AO-9ZZ01, Emergency Boration
'24

AK3.02, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in AOP for
emergency boration. (4.2/4.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-301 Obj. 4
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 32. (1.0)

Given the following plant indications:
~ The plant has tripped due to a Loss of All Feedwater event.
~ The CRS directs the Area Operator to perform Appendix 40 "Local Operation of

AFN-P01" to locally close the AFN-P01 Breaker.

WHICH ONE of the following is correct regarding the communication with the Area
Operator?

a. The phonetic alphabet does not have to be used.

b. As a minimum, the control room should tell the Area Operator to "Perform
Appendix 40".

c. The sole responsibility to ensure understanding of the action directed lies
with the Area Operator.

d. The Area Operator shall repeat back the component to be manipulated and
the desired state.

Answer d.

40DP-9OP02, Conduct of Shift Operations
GENERIC 2.1.17, Abilityto make accurate, clear, and concise verbal reports.

(3.5/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-709-000 E01 "

Level: 1

Source: B
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e'+'estion 33.

Consider the following plant conditions:

~ 98% reactor power.

~ Condenser vacuum is degraded.

~ Turbine load is being decreased.

~ SBCS valves 1007 and 1008 are open.

~ Group 5 CEA's are inserted 10 inches for ASI control.

~ CEDMCS is placed in auto sequential.

The reactor regulating system will begin:

a. inserting CEA's due to the increase in T,gf.

b. withdrawing CEA's due to the decrease in T„,.

c. modulating CEA position as required t'o maintain T id at approximately 555.

d. modulating CEA position as required to maintain T,„, at 583.

Answer: b.

Ref: PVNGS Simplified Control System Drawings, Reactor Regulating System
K/A: 001-A1.02, Abilityto predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent

exceeding design limits) associated with operating the CRDS controls
including T„f. (3.1/3.4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-144-000, EO06
Level: 2
Source: N
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";".cose the ac;.cr, oelovi wnicn must be performed. at a minimum, orior to
reenergizing PNA-D25 to prevent a possible reactor trip,

a. Set the CEAC 2 INOP flag in CPC's 'B", 'C" and "D".

b, Bypass all PPS channel "A"parameters.

c. Set the CEAC 1 INOP flag in CPC's "B", "C" and "D".

d. Bypass all PPS channel "B" parameters.

Answer: c.

Ref:
fOA:

LP:
Level

40AO-9ZZ13, Loss of Class Instrument or Control Power, Sect. 8 App. E
057 AA2.20, Abilityto determine and interpret interlocks in affect on loss of
AC vital electrical instrument bus that must be bypassed to restore normal
equipment operation. (3.6/3.9) I

NKA01-01-RC-313, Obj. 2, 3
1

Source: N
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Question 35..'"i.0j

The plant is in a start up.with reactor power at 3%. The insertion limitof shutdown
CEA's is:

a. 60 inches withdrawn.

'. 127.5 inches withdrawn.

c. 144.75 inches withdrawn.

d. 150 inches withdrawn.

Answer: c.
k

Ref: Tech Spec 3.1.3.5
K/A: 001 K5.04, Knowledge of rod insertion limits as they apply to CRDS.

(4.3/4.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-502 Obj. 1

Level: 1

Source: N
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'i ~ch one of the foilowing s powerea from NNN-D11?

a. A train Log and Linear Safety Channels.

b. D train Log and Linear Safety Channels.

c. Startup and Control Channel 1.

d. BDAS Channel 2.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

40AO-9ZZ14, Loss of Non-Class Instrument or Control Power
015 K2.01, Knowledge of the bus power supplies to Nl system channels,
components, and interconnections. (3.3/3.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-153-000 Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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The CEDMS are required to be deenergizea within 40 minutes of a loss of cooling
to prevent;

a. damage to the CEDM coils.

b. failure of the reed switch position transmitters.

c. containment temperature from exceeding the Technical Specification limit.

d. failure of the CEDM housing seal.

Answer: a.

Ref: 41AO-1ZZ42, Loss of Heating, Ventilation, and AirConditioning
K/A: 022 K3.01, Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the

containment cooling system will have on containment equipment subject to
damage by high or low temperature, humidity, and pressure. (2.9"/3.2*)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-192-000, Obj. 2
Level: 1

Source: N
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'V ~

,~n,n orogress;vas;e "as re:ease;vill "e '.em;inaiec "y:

a. low plant vent exhaust flow.

b. a high alarm on RU-144. Plant Vent High Range Monitor.

c. low radwaste building exhaust flow.

d. an alert alarm or, RU-12, Waste Gas Decay Tank Discharge Monitor.

Answer: c.

Ref: 40OP-9GR01, Waste Gas System; PVNGS ODCM
K/A: 071 K4.04, Knowledge of design features and/or interlocks which provide for

isolation of waste gas release tanks. (2.9/3.4)
LP: NKA01-00-RC-161-000 Obj. 5
Level:
Source: N
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~ »»»» v ~ ~

~ »v I . =v'»» «»l»4»». » 4"'4» ~ »»lb,

~ RU-145, Fuel Building VentilatIon Exhaust Monitor in high alarm.

~ RU-146, Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust Monitor high range monitor in high
alarm.

~ RU-19, New Fuel Storage Area Monitor in high alarm.

~ RU-31, Fuel Pool Area Monitor in high alarm.

~ FBEVAS and CREFAS have actuated.

Which one of the following sets of plant equipment conditions will automatically
occur?

a. Essential chillers, emergency diesel generators, and spray pond pumps
running.

Condensate transfer pumps, spray pond pumps, and auxiliary feed pump
AFB-P01 running.

Control room essential AHU's, emergency diesel generators, and auxiliary
feed pump AFB-P01 running.

d. Condensate transfer pumps, essential cooling water pumps, and essential
chillers running.

Answer: d.

Ref
K/A

41AO-1 ZZ26, irradiated Fuel Damage; 74RM-9EF41, RMS Alarm Response
060 EA2.05, Abilityto determine that the automatic safety actions have
occurred as a result of a high ARM system signal caused by an Accidental
Gaseous Radwaste. (3.7/4.2)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-155, Obj. 5
Level:
Source: N
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Consider the following plant conditions:

~ The reactor has tripped.

~ A loss of offsite power has occurred.

~ Power has been restored to all non-class switchgear.

~ Feedwater piping temperatures are approximately 240'F.

It is undesirable to initiate long path recirculation under these conditions due to the
potential for:

a. condensate pump cavitation.

b. exceeding the heatup rate limit for the feedwater heaters.

c. thermal shocking the downcomer valves.

d. inducing water hammer.

40OP-QZZ14, Feedwater and Condensate
056 A2.05, Abilityto predict the impact of loss of condensate pumps on the
condensate system. {2.6/2.8)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-119-000, Obj. 7.

Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 41. t1.0)

A reactor trip due to a loss of both main feedwater pumps has occurred. The

secondary operator starts AFB-P01 and throttles flow to 250 gpm to each steam

generator. An AFAS-1 is received.

Which one of the following identifies the status of the auxiliary feedwater system
after the AFAS-1?

a. All feed flow is to ¹1 steam generator

b. Majority of feed flow is to ¹1 steam generator with approximately 250 gpm to
¹2 steam generator.

c. Majority of feed flow is to ¹1 steam generator with approximately 500 gpm to
¹2 steam generator.

d. Feed flow is balanced to each steam generator.

Answer: a.

40EP-9EO10, Appendix 27
061 A2.08, Abilityto predict flow rates expected from various combinations. of
AFW pump discharge valves. (2.7 /2.9*)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-121-000, EO06
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 42. (1.0)

Which one of the following correctly describes the response of the downcomer and
economizer valves as plarIt power is increased from 50% to 70%? Assume FWCS
and valves are in automatic.

a. Downcomer control valves open to a predetermined position and the
economizer control valves modulate open from the previous position.

b. Economizer control valves close and the downcomer control valves
modulate open from the previous position.

c. Downcomer control valves close and the economizer control valves
modulate open from the previous position.

d. Economizer control valves open to a predetermined position and the
downcomer control valves modulate open from the previous position.

Answer: a.

Ref: 41OP-1FT01; STM Volume 45, FWCS
K/A: 059 K1.04, Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect

relationships between the MFW and the S/G water level control system.
(3.4/3 4)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-145-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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.--, nacve~ent .ni;iat;on oi the '.~'.;a n containmer t spray occurs. The P;imary
Operator stops the containment spray pumps and overrides and closes the
containment spray ~solation valve.

RCS pressure subsequently decreases from 2000 psIa to 1700 psia. The "A"

containment spray pump will:

a. auto start and the isolation valve will require manual opening using the hand
switch.

b. auto start and the isolation valve will auto open.

c. require the hand switch to be placed to "start" twice to start the pump and the
isolation valve will require manual opening using the handswitch.

d. require control power to be cycled allowing the pump to auto start and the
isolation valve will auto open.

Answer: c.

Ref 41AO-1ZZ30, Inadvertent CSAS
K/A: 026 A4.01, Abilityto manually operate and/or monitor in the control room

CSS controls. (4.5/4.3)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-330-000 Obj. 2
Level: 3
Source'. N
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Question 44. i'"i.0lt 4

Following a station blackout, CEA positions may be determined using the:

a. Core Mimic.

b. CEDMCS operators module.

c. CEAC digital display.

d. 'Phase Current" lights.

Answer: c.

Ref: STM Volume 48, CEDMCS, EOP Operations Expectations
K/A: 014 A1.02, Predict/monitor changes in parameters associated with control

rod position indication or control room panels. (3.2/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-152-000 Obj. 5,.10
Level: 1

Source: 8
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Question 45.;1.0)

Given the following plant conditions.

~ The plant is in Mode 6.

~ Refueling purge is in progress.

~ RU-143, Plant Vent Low Range Monitor is in "HIGH"alarm.

~ RU-37, Power Access Purge "A"monitor is in "HIGH"alarm.

RU-38, Power Access Purge "B" Monitor is in "ALERT"alarm.

Which one of the following describes the automatic response to these conditions?

a. CREFAS and CIAS.

b. CREFAS and CRVIAS.

c. CPIAS and CREFAS.

d. CPIAS and CIAS.

Answer: c.

Ref: STM Volume 50, BOPESFAS
K/A: 029 K1.01, Knowledge of physical connections and /or cause effect

relationships between the Containment Purge System and gaseous radiation
release monitors. (3 4/3.7)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-155-000, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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o,",s der '.-ie 'oilowing conoitions:

~ Refueling operations are in progress.
~ PCN-V118 fuel transfer canal gate valve is open.

Which one of the following lists the expected indications for a Spent Fuel Pool
leak'

a. Low level alarms in the refueling and Spent Fuel Pools, containment and
Fuel Building sump level increase.

b. Low level alarms in the refueling and Spent Fuel Pools, Fuel Building sump
level increase.

c. Low level alarm in the refueling pool only, Fuel Building sump level increase.

d.. Low level alarm in the Spent Fuel pool only, Fuel Building sump level
increase.

Answer: b.

Ref: 4XAO-XZZ53, Loss of Refueling Poof and/or Spent Fuel Pool Level
K/A: 033 A1.01, Predict and/or monitor changes in spent fuel pool level (to

prevent exceeding design limits) (2.7/3.3)
LP:, NKA01-00-RC-353-000, Obj. 1, 3
Level: 2
Source: N
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Steam Generator Tube Rupture on ¹1 SG.

ADV-178 on ¹1 SG is mechanically stuck open and steaming to atmosphere.

All other valves directed to be closed in accordance with the Functional
Recovery procedure are verified closed on ¹1 SG.

Choose the correct statement

a. Steam Generator ¹1 will be considered isolated when SG level is 40-60%
NR.

Directions should be to cooldown and depressurize the RCS to SDC
conditions to minimize release. Procedures require closure of the ADV-178
isolation block valve regardless of steam flow..

Steam Generator ¹1 will be considered isolated when the RCS is
depressurized to within 50 psid of ¹1 SG pressure.

I

d. Directions should be to cooldown and depressurize the RCS to SDC
conditions to minimize the release. Attempts to isolate the ADVusing the
block valve can be attempted when no steam flow is present.

Answer: d.

Ref

K/A

40EP-9EO09, Functional Recovery Procedure
40OP-9SG01 Main Steam
035 A4.06, Abilityto manually operate/monitor S/G isolation on steam leak or
tube rupture/leak. {4.5/4.6)

LP: NKA01-01-RC<09-000 Obj. 3
Level: 3
Source: N
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.'I:-'; "ss ai,"s:" .-,:en:. air pressure due '.o'an air heaaer rupture. lhe:

MSIVs and FWIVs fail as-is and can only be fast-closed.

MSIVs and FWIVs fail as-is and can only be slow-closed.

c. MSIVs and FWIVs fail closed but have a nitrogen backup for needed
operation.

d. MSIVs fail closed and the FWIVs fait as-is but can be fast-closed.

Answer: a

Ref: 41OP-1IA01, Instrument Air, 41AO-1ZZ06, Loss of Instrument Air
K/A: 065 AK3.03, Knowing effects on plant operation of isolating certain equipment

from instrument air. (3.4)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-133-000, EO05
Level: 1

Source: N
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Ques:.:o,". ~9. '"..0)e

A point source ~r Radwaste is reading 1000 mrern/hr at 1 foot. There are two

options being considered to perform a job.

Option 1: One Operator can perform the job,in 90 minutes at a distance of 6

feet from the source.

Option 2: Two Operators working simultaneously can perform the job in 10

minutes at a distance of 2 feet from the source.

WHICH ONE of the following is preferable and consistent with the ALARA
program:

a. Option 1 - The Operator's exposure is 41.7 mrem.

b. Option 1 - The Operator's exposure is 27.8 mrem.

c. Option 2,- Each Operator's exposure is 41.7 mrem.

d. Either Option - The exposure to the Operator's is the same.

Answer: a.

Ref:
K/A:
LP:
Level:
Source:

Radiological Work'Practices Training Handout
Generic 2.3.2, Knowledge of facilityALARAprogram. (2.5/2.9)
NGW15, Radiological Work Practices, EO09
3
N
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PBB-S04 is being supplied by the alternate supply. The alternate supply breaker.

for PBB-S04 will open when the:

a. normal supply breaker handswitch is taken to the close position and
released.

b. diesel generator output breaker handswitch is taken to the close position
and released.

c. lockout device for NBN-X04, ESF transformer feeder breaker actuates.

d. normal supply breaker for PBA-S03 is closed.

Answer: a.

Ref: . 41OP-1PB01, 4.16 Kv Class IE Power
K/A: 062 K4.03, Knowledge of AC distribution system design features and/or

interlocks which provide for interlocks between automatic bus transfer and
breakers. (2.8/3.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-128A-OOO, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 51. i1.0)

Given the following Unit 2 conditions:

~ Reactor trip breaker "A" is open
~ Power to inverter PNA-N11 is lost

A loss of which ONE of the following busses would cause both of the above
indications?

a. PNA-D25

b. PKA-M41

c.'KA-D21

d. PBA-S03

r

Answer: b

K/A
40OP-9PK01, 125 VDC Class fE Electrical System
063 K2.01, Knowledge of bus power supplies to the major DC loads
(2.9 /3.1')

LP: NKA01-01-RC-1 28D-000, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: B
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0'uesllon =2 ~
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~

~

Consider the following plant conditions.

~ Loss of offsite power has occurred.

~ Loads on PBA-S03 are being powered from the diesel generator.

~ Power has been restored to NBN-X03, ESF transformer.

~ The speed mode select switch has been placed to "Droop".

~ Switchyard frequency is 61 hertz.

Which one of the following correctly describes the expected response to closing
the PBA-S03 normal supply breaker?

4

a. The diesel generator output breaker will open immediately.

b. Diesel generator load will increase.

c. Diesel generator load will decrease.

d. No change in diesel generator load.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

41OP-1DG01, Emergency Diesel Generator A
064 A2.02, Abilityto (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or
operations on the EDG system; and (b) based on those predictions, use
procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those
malfunctions or operations: Load, VARs, pressure on air compressor, speed
droop, frequency, voltage, fuel oil level, temperatures. (2.7/2.9)

LP: 'KAC1-01-RC-127-000, Obj. 4, 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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C~ps der ~~e e "eivsr g

~ 100% power

~ 4 CW pumps in operation

~ CW supply cross-tie valve (HV-11) open and in "auto"

"A" CW pump trips

Choose the correct statement:

The CW supply cross-tie valve (HV-11) will go closed.

The "8" CW pump discharge valve will go to 44% open.

The "B" CW pump discharge valve will go to 44% open and the CW supply
cross-tie valve (HV-'11) will go closed.

d. The "A" CW pump discharge valve will go closed.

Answer: d.

Ref
K/A

40OP-9CW01, Operating the Circulating Water System
075 A2.02, Abilityto predict the impacts of a loss of circulating water pumps
on the circulating water system. (2.5/2.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-101-000, Obj. 5
Level:. 2
Source: N
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Y/hich one of lhe following states vhat the affect a rapid rise ln pressurizer
pressure to 2300 psia will have on the Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS)?

a. A "Quick Open" block will be generated.

b. SBCS modulation setpoint will be decreased causing SBCS valves to open
at a lower steam pressure.

c. SBCS modulation setpoint will be increased causing SBCS valves to open at
a higher steam pressure.

d. The permissive setpoint would be increased.

Answer: b.

Ref: 41OP-1SF05, Operation of the Steam Bypass Control System
K/A: 041 K1.05, Knowledge of physical connections and / or cause effect

relationships between the steam dump system (SBCS) and RCS. (3.5/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-146-000, Obj. 2, 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Ques'tion 55, <1.0)

Consider the following conditions:

~ The plant is stable at 80% power

~ CEDMCS in manual sequential

~ Tavg = Tref

~ Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) valve exercising planned.

Complete the following statement:

When SBCS valve 1007 is opened to 30% Reactor power will initially
due to

a. Increase, decrease in SG feedwater temperature.

b. Decrease, decrease in Tref

c. Increase, decrease in Tcold

d. Increase, steam flow/feed flow mismatch and increased feedwater flow

Answer: c.

Ref: 41OP-1SF05, Operation of the Steam Bypass Control System
K/A: 039 K5.08, Knowledge of the operational implications of the effect of steam

removal on reactivity as it applies to the MRSS. (3.6/3.6)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-146-000, EO12
Level: 3
Source: N
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Sisal 33

, he olant has been at 45% power ana stable. A power increase is initiated at a

rate of 15% per minute.

Assuming no operator action and the ramp increase remains constant, which one
of the following describes when VOPT will actuate a reactor, trip for these
conditions:.

a. =60% power in = 1 minute.

b. =78% power in = 2 minutes.

c. =103% power in = 4 minutes.

d. at 110% power.

Answer: b.

Ref: STM Volume 49 PPS

e K/A: 012 K4.02, Knowledge of RPS design features and/or interlocks which
provide for automatic reactor trip and basis for RPS setpoints. (3.9/4.3)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-149-000, Obj. 8
Level: 3
Source: N
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0 ." !cl,'ovlin~ conoitlcns ex)s:
I

~ The reactor has lripped

~ Two (2) full length CEA's are not inserted

~ Boration in progress at 41gpm

~ Reactor power 1X10-2% and dropping

~ SUR negative
I

~ Reactor Trip procedure (40EP-9EO02) is in progress

The reactivity control safety function acceptance criteria....

a. are currently satisfied however boration should continue until adequate
shutdown margin is established.

b. will not be satisfied until the boration is increased to >44 gpm.

c. are currently satisfied and boration may be terminated.

d. will not be satisfied until at least one (1) of the CEA's stuck out is inserted.

Answer: a.

Ref: 40EP-9EO02„Reactor Trip
K/A: GENERIC 2.4.21, Knowledge of the parameters and logic used to assess the

status of safety functions including reactivity control (3.7/4.3)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-402-000, Obj. 3
Level: 3

Source: N
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Question 58. (1,0)t

The following plant conditions exist:

Pressurizer level 58% and increasing
Pressurizer pressure 1,790 psia and decreasing
Containment pressure 0.3 psig and stable
Steam Generator ¹1 pressure 1,040 psia and stable
Steam Generator ¹2 pressure 1,040 psia and stable
Steam Generator ¹1 level 80% WR

'teamGenerator ¹ 2 level 80% WR
Containment temperature 100'F and slowly increasing
Containment humidity 17% and stable
Containment sump level 22 inches and stable
Reactor Drain Tank pressure 95 psig and increasing
Reactor Drain Tank temperature 200'F and increasing
No radiation alarms present on the Radiation Monitoring System
All req'uired ESFAS Actuation's have occurred

0
, The event in progress is a:

a. SGTR

b. Steam space LOCA.

c. Inter system LOCA.

d. Excessive Steam Demand.

Answer: b.

Ref
K/A

40EP-9EO03, Loss of Coolant Accident
008 AA2.12, Abilityto determine and interpret PZR level indicators as it
applies to the PZR Vapor Space Accident. (3.4/3.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-404-000, Obj. 1

Level: 2
Source: N
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'P/hich one of the following is an indication of inadequate core cooling?

a. RCS loop temperatures rising. Pressurizer level decreasing when HPSI is

throttled.

Loss of RCS subcooling. RVLMS indicating the last detector in the outlet
'plenum is uncovered.

Pressurizer level decreasing when HPSI is throttled and CET
temperatures increasing.

Pressurizer pressure stabilizing as level reaches 100%. RVLMS indicating
level rising in the upper head.

Answer: b

Ref: 40OP-9SH01, QSPDS User's Guide
K/A: 074 EK2.04, Knowledge of the interrelations between inadequate core

cooling and HPSI. (4.1/4.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-157-000, EO10
Level:: 1

Source: N
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,Ques.on 60 f10)

Given the following plant conditions:

~ RU-1. "Containment Atmosphere" monitor gas channel is in "ALERT".

~ The CRS directs a reactor operator to perform 40ST-9RC02, "RCS water
inventory balance".

Which one of the following is the reason for performing. the RCS water inventory
balance?

a. Identify radiation levels to keep personnel exposure ALARA.

b. 'etect an increase in RCS leak rate to containment.

c. Determine the amount of primary to secondary leakage.

d. Determine the amount of leakage into the Nuclear Cooling Water system.

Answer: b.

Ref Tech Spec 3.3.3.1, 3.4.5.1
74RM-9EF41, Radiation Monitoring System Alarm Response

K/A: 061 AK3.02, Knowledge of the reasons for the guidance contained in alarm
response for ARM. (3.4/3.6)

LP: NKA01-01-RS-302-000, Obj. 12
Level: 1

Source: N
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Given the following plant conditions:

The reactor is at 25% power.

Loss of NKN-M45 occurs.

WHiCH ONE of the following describes the impact of the loss of NKN-M45?

a. FWCS deenergizes, MFWPT's go to minimum speed.

b. Lose Nuclear Instrument Control Channel 42, causing FWCS to go through
swapover.

c. MFWPT "A" HP and LP valves willclose causing the FWPT to go to zero
speed without tripping.

d. Main turbine trips, reactor trip, SBCS is unavailable.

Answer: d.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source

40AO-9ZZ14, Loss of Non-Class Instrument or Control Power
058 AA2.03, Abilityto determine and interpret the DC loads lost; impact on
ability to operate and monitor plant systems. (3.5/3.9)

NKA01-01-RC-129D-000, Obj. 2
2
N
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Given'he following plant 'conditions.

~ A reactor trip condition exists.

~ Reactor protection system did not trip.

~ The CRS directs the Primary Operator to open NGN-L03B2 and NGN-
L10B2.

WHICH ONE of the following is correct concerning the opening of the load center
breakers?

a. Cannot be closed until the reactivity safety function has been verified.
P

b. Close L03 and L10 after 5 seconds to allow time for the frequency to fall low
enough to open the MG start contact.

c. Close L03 and L10 after 4 seconds to allow sufficient CEA drop time.

d. Cannot be closed until reactor trip switchgear breakers are opened locally.

Answer: b.

Ref

K/A

EOP Operations Expectations
40EP-OEO01, Standard Post Trip Actions
029 EK3.12, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for
ATWS. (4.4/4.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-401-000, Obj. 7
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 63. i1,01I

The CRS has directed the Third Reactor Operator (TRO) to bypass PPS channel
"A", parameter 1 due to a failed instrument.

Concerning procedure use the TRO...

a. must perform this action referencing the procedure continuously (continuous
use).

b. can perform this action "skill-of-the-craft" ifapproved by the SS.

c. cannot perform this action "skill-of-the-craft" because it's a safety related
system.

d. must perform this action using the procedure as a reference (reference use).

Answer: b.

Ref: 40DP-9OP02, Conduct of Shift Operations
K/A: GENERIC 2.1.23, Abilityto perform specific system and integrated plant

procedures during all modes of plant operation (3.9/40)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-709, Obj. 2,3
Level: 1

Source: N

e
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Reactor stariup is in progress
The following Nl indications were recorded:

Rod
Position

~Stactu

Ch.1

Gp 1 at 0" 120 cps

Gp 1 at 90" 250 cps

Gp 2 at 30" 480 cps

Gp 2 at 60" 970 cps

~Sta itu
Ch. 2

110 cps

242 cps

420 cps

985 cps

Loca uA"
LOCO

uBu
~Lo

uCu
~Lo

"Du

1.10E-05 1.31E-05 1.20E-05 1.25E-05

1.40E-05 1.41E-05 1.45E-05 1.48E-05

1.82E-05 1.43E-05 1.80E-05 1.78E-05

2.04E-05 '.48E-05 2.14E-05,2.08E-05

Gp 3 at 30" Off Off

Gp 2 at 90" 1780 cps 1795 cps 3.80E-04 1.53E-05 3.77E-04 3.82E-04
\

5.35E-04 1.60E-05 5.45E-04 5.29E-04

Nl overlap is:

a. adequate since at least one decade overlap between log channels exist,

b. adequate since sufficient number of log safety channels are responding
properly.

c. not adequate because the startup and log channel increase is nonlinear.

d. not adequate because insufficient number of log safety channels are
responding properly.

Answer: b.

Ref:
K/A

40OP-9ZZ03, Reactor Startup, App. D
032 AA2.04, Abilityto determine and interpret satisfactory source-
range/intermediate-range overlap. (3.1/3.5)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-203-000, Obj. 8
Level: 3
Source: N
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Questior: 55. *'1 0)

Given the following conditions:

~ All three charging pumps running.

~ Borating through CHA-UV-514 with CHB-UV-501 closed.

~ A Boric Acid Makeup Pump starts and recirculation valve opens.

Which one of the following is the cause for a subsequent trip of the "E" charging,
pump.

~ a. Excessive flow causing an overcurrent trip.

b. Low suction pressure.

c. A Boric Acid pump start interlock.

'. High differential pressure trip.

Answer: b.

Ref: 41OP-1CH01, CVCS Normal Operations
K/A: '022 AA2.02, Abilityto determine/interpret Charging Pump problems. (3.2/3.7)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-141-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 66. 1 0'i

The following conditions xist:

~ Plant cooldown in progress

~ RCS T cold - 200'

PZR pressure - 320 psia

~ SIA-UV-651, SIC-UV-653- "A" SDC suction valves are OPEN

~ SIB-UV-652, SID-UV-654 "B" SDC suction valves are CLOSED

Overpressure protection is:

a. adequate since the "A"train LTOP is aligned.

b. not adequate because no LTOP's are aligned.

c. not adequate until the "B" train LTOP is aligned.

d. adequate because LTOP's are not required until RCS pressure is < 291 psia.

Answer: c.

Ref
K/A

Technical Specification 3.4.8.3
025 AA2.06, Abilityto determine existence of proper RHR overpressure
protection. (3.2/3 4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-139-000, Obj. 5
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 67,1,0)

V/HIGH ONE of the following describes the reason the Nuclear Cooling Water
containment isolation valves are reopened in a designated sequence following an
isolation?

a. Prevent loss of suction to NC pumps.

b. Avoid exceeding hP across the return isolation valves.

c. The supply and return isolation valves are electrically interlocked.

d. Prevent overpressure and potential safety relief actuation.

Answer: d.

Ref:
K/A

4XOP-XNC01
026 AK3.03, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in the AOP for
loss of CCWS/nuclear service water. (3.6/4.2)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-104 Obj. 5.7
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 68. i ">,0)

Given the following plant conditions:

~ Reactor trip with AFAS-1 and AFAS-2 actuated

~ Essential spray pond pump "A" tripped on overcurrent

~ No other equipment failures exist

Which one of the following indicates how many minutes emergency diesel
generator "A"may operate before damage would occur?

a. 2

b. 2.6

c. 12.6

d. 15

Answer: d.

Ref
K/A

41AO-1ZZ52, Diesel Generator Operations After ESFAS Actuations
026 AA2.06, Abilityto determine and interpret the length of time after the
loss of CCW flow to a component before that component may be damaged
as they apply to the Loss of Component Cooling Water. (2.8/3.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-127-000, EO09, 6, 7
Level:
Source: N
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Question 69. (1 0)

An electrical fire in the control room has occurred ana the control room has been
evacuated.

WHICH ONE describes the identified potential operational impact of not closing
the MSIVs as soon as possible after the reactor is tripped?

a. A.steam bypass control system failure could overcool the RCS.

b. A failure of an MSIS and an ESD could result in overcooling the RCS.

A failure of an MSIS and FWPT's continue to feed could cause steam
generators to overfill.

d. A steam bypass control system failure could induce an overpressure
condition on the RCS.

Answer: c.

e:; 41AO-1ZZ44, Control Room Fire
067 AK1.01, Knowledge of the operational implications of Fire Classification
by type as they apply to Plant Fire on site. (2.9/3.9)

LP: NKA01-RC-344, EO02, EO08
Level: 1

Source: M
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P) 4AA>) 'at

Giv n the following plant ccnditions:
'k

~ A fire occurring on the 120'f the control building in the communication
equipment room.

~ Automatic fire suppression has actuated.

Which one of the following states the method of fire protection in the affected
equipment room and hazard to personnel?

a. Wet pipe sprinkler system causing a shock hazard.

b. Water deluge system causing a shock hazard.

c. Carbon dioxide fiood causing a respiratory hazard.

d. Halon flood causing a respiratory hazard.

LP

Ref: Site Access Training Handout, page 38
13-M-HJP-001, Control Building HVAC

K/A: 086 K5.04, Knowledge of the operational implications of the hazards to
personnel as a result of fire type and methods of protection. (2.9/3.5)
Site Access Training, NGA06
Fire Protection, EO-4

Level: 1

Source: M
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Question 7"> ~ ", 0)

Given the following plant conditions:

Essential auxiliary feedwater pump AFA-P01 out of service.

~ Unit trip due to loss of offsite power/loss of grid.

~ PKA-M41 bus deenergized due to overcurrent on bus.

~ Essential auxiliary feedwater pump AFB-P01 trips on ground fault.

Which one of the following identifies the correct method of feeding the steam
generators for this. condition?

a. Cross-tie another units condensate pumps.

b. Reset and restart a main feedwater pump.

c. Local start of AFN-P01.

d. Electrically jumper around the ground fault relay on AFB-P01.

Answer: c.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source

40EP-9EO05 Loss of All Feedwater Step 7
054 AA2.04, Abilityto determine conditions and reasons. for AFW pump
startup as it applies to loss of main feedwater. (4.1/4.2)
NKA01-01-RC-406 EO02, 1

2
N
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9"esticn '. .'0)u e

Giv n the following conditicns

~ A small break LOCA is occurring.

~ PZR pressure 1750 psia.

~ The RCS is 40'ubcooled.
~ 18 and 28 RCP's have been manually tripped.

Two RCP's were left operating under these conditions because:

a. maintaining forced circulation is desirable and the potential for RCP seal
failures is reduced.

b. maintaining 2 pumps running minimizes RCP journal bearing wear/damage.

c. maintaining 2 pumps running minimizes the potential for the formation of
dilute pockets of boron.

e
d. maintaining forced circulation is desirable and the plant can remain in a safe

condition under these conditions.

Answer: d.

Ref:
K/A:

40DP-9AP08, LOCA Technical Guideline
009 EK3.21, Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained in EOP for
small break LOCA/leak. (4.2/4.5)

LP: NKA01-01-RC403, Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question 73. (1.0}

Extended operation of the r actor coolant pumps during a loss of all feedwater
event is undesirable because it will:

a. decrease the time to the potential loss of the steam generators as a heat
sink.

b. increase the probability of thermal shock to the steam generator cold leg
nozzles when feed flow is restored.

c. increase the probability of thermal shock to the steam generator tubes when
feed flow is restored.

d. decrease pressurizer pressure due to main spray bypass flow.

Answer: a

O K/A
40DP-9OP11, Loss of All Feed Technical Guideline
E06 EK1.2, Knowledge of the operational implications of the normal,
abnormal and emergency operating procedures associated with (Loss of
Feedwater). (3.2/3.7)

LP:, NKA01-01-RC-406, Obj. 3
Level: 1

Source: N
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Given the following plant conditions:

~ Power reduction from 100% to 80% has been performed due to a condenser
vacuum problem.

~ The degrading vacuum condition has been corrected.

Thoi = 607'F

~ T,„9 greater than T„fby 5'F

~ T~(d = 565'F

~ Pressurizer pressure at 2365 psia

Based on the above conditions, which ONE of the following describes the
operation of the Control Element Drive Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS)?

a. CEAs cannot be inserted in manual sequential mode.

e
b. CEA insertion in auto sequential mode is being prevented by AMI.

c. CEA withdrawal in manual sequential mode is being prevented by CWP.

d. CEA withdrawal in auto sequential mode is not affected.

Answer: c

Ref: 4XAL-XRK4A
K/A: 001 K4.02, Knowledge of CRDS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which

provide for control rod mode select control (movement control). (3.8)
LP: NKA01-00-RC-148-000, Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 75, (1.0'l

Given the following conditions.

~ 100% power

~ 2 condensate pumps trip.

~ "A FWPT trip circuit energized" alarm on B06.

~ "B FWPT trip circuit energized" alarm on B06.

WHICH ONE of the following describes the correct Main Feedwater Pump
response?

a. FWPT "A"and "B" trip in 10 seconds.

b. FWPT "B" trips immediately, FWPT "A"trips in 10 seconds.

c. FWPT "A"trips immediately, FWPT "B" trips in 10 seconds.

d. FWPT "B" trips in 10 seconds, FWPT "A"trips in 15 seconds.

Answer: d.

Ref: Alarm response B06.
K/A: 059 K4.16, Knowledge of MFW system design features and/or interlocks which

provide for automatic MFP trips. (3.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-120 Obj. 2,5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question .6. i"i Glt

An AF~S i and 2 actuation has occurred. Which one of tne following correctly
completes this statement:

When steam generator wide range level increases to...

a. 25.8%, the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves will close and will
automatically open if level decreases below 25.8%.

b. 25.8%, the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves will close unless the AFAS
override button was depressed after the AFAS occurred.

c. 40.8%, the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves will close unless the AFAS
override button was depressed after the AFAS occurred.

d. 40.8%, the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves will close and the valves will
automatically open if level decreases below 40.8%.

Answer: c.

Ref: S
K/A: 06

TM Volume 21 Auxiliary Feedwater
1 K4.14, Knowledge of AFW design features and interlocks which provide

for AFW auto isolation. (3.5)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-121 Obj. 5
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 7: f1 9)

Given the following plant conditions:

~, Unit I at 100% power.

~ Main steam line ¹1 steam flow transmitter fails to "0" output

Which ONE of the following identifies the correct response of Feedwater Control
System ¹1 ?

a. Economizer control valve fully closes.

b. Master controller output increases.

c. MFWPT speed reduces to minimum.

d. Master controller output lowers.

Answer: d.

K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source

STM Volume 45, Feedwater Control System, FWCS SimpliTied Dwg
016 K3.04, Knowledge of the effect a loss of non-nuclear instrumentation
will have on MFW system. (2.7)
NKA01-01-RC-145, Obj. 5, 6
2
N
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3:ven;he following conditions:

~ Unit one at 100% power.

~ Confirmed excessive vibration on RCP 1A.

VVhich ONE of the following statements is correct regarding the sequence of
actions?

RCP 1A should be tripped prior to the reactor trip to minimize pump
damage.

The reactor should be tripped prior to tripping RCP 1A to prevent an
automatic trip and an unnecessary challenge to a safety system.

The reactor should be tripped prior to tripping RCP 1A to prevent
pressurizer level from dropping below 25%.

RCP 1A should be tripped prior to the reactor trip to prevent NAN-S01(2)
bus voltage from dropping and tripping additional RCPs.

Answer: b.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source:

40DP-9ZZ11, 40DP-9OP02
015 AK3.03, Knowledge of the reasons for the sequence of events for
manually tripping reactor and RCP as a result of an RCP malfunction. (3.7)
NKA01-01-RC-304, Obj. 1,2
2
N
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1 ~ ~ ~w A la
~ I

V'iven
the:ollowing cond,tions;

~ Reacto'r power

~ Steam flow/feed flow

~ S/G ¹1 level„

~ S/G ¹1 Pressure

~ S/G ¹2 Pressure

~ S/G ¹2 level

~ Containment pressure

~ Containment temperature

~ Generator load

100.5% slowly increasing

mismatch in S/G ¹1

25% NR level slowly dropping

890 psia and dropping

1125 psia stable

45% NR stable

0.2 psig stable

95'F stable

1150 MWe dropping slowly

Which one of the following states ALLof the plant protection system parameters
that should have automatically actuated?

e
a. AFAS 1

b. Reactor Trip, MSIS

c. Reactor Trip, SIAS, CIAS

d. Reactor Trip

Answer: b.

Ref: STM Volume 49, Plant Protection System
K/A: 040 AA2.04, Abilityto determine and interpret conditions requiring ESFAS

initiation (MSIS) as they apply to steam line rupture. (3.4)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-149-000. Obj. 5

level: 2
Source: N
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Question BO. (1.0)

Given the following plant conditions:

~ A spurious reactor trip on Unit 3.

~ The crew is currently performing Standard Post Trip Actions {STPAs).

~ Pressurizer pressure drops to 2050 psia and stabilizes.

Which one of the following statements indicates the actions the Primary Operator
(PO) should perform in regard to Pressurizer pressure?

a. The pressure response is normal and no operator action should be taken.

b. The PO should attempt to restore PZR pressure to 2225-2275 using
manual or automatic control of the PPCS or heaters.

c. The PO should not report the condition to the CRS nor take any action until
the CRS completes the SPTA's.

d. The PO must immediately report to the CRS that an overcooling event is in
progress and receive permission before taking contingency actions.

Answer: b.

Ref: Operations EOP Expectations
K/A: . 007 EA1.03, Abilityto operate and monitor RCS pressure and temperature

as they apply to a reactor trip. (4.2)
LP: NKA01-01-RC401-000, Obj. 2
Level: 2
Source: N
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Given the following plant conditions:

The reactor tripped due to a steam generator tube rupture.

A loss of offsite power has occ'urred.

The plant is being stabilized in accordance with the Functional Recovery
Procedure.

Containment integrity is restored for this event by:

a. the successful actuation of SIAS/CIAS.

depressurizing the reactor coolant system to within 50 psid of the affected
steam generator.

isolating the affected steam generator.

* d. 'nsuring the affected steam generator is not steamed to atmosphere.

Answer: c.

Ref:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source:

40EP-9EO04 SFSC for Cl
069 AA2.02, Abilityto determine and interpret the verification of automatic 8
manual means of restoring integrity as it applies to loss of containment
integrity. (3.9)
NKA01-01-RC-404 Obj. 2
2
N
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G1'v' tne 'Qflowli|g plant coilostions."

Unit operating at 100% power

Main steam common header pressure instrument SGN-PT-1024 fails low

Main feedwater pump 'A" trips

All other systems aligned normally

Which one of the following describes the expected response of the main turbine
assuming no operator action?

a. Remains at 100% load.

b. Setback to 60% with no runback.

c. Setback to 60% followed by a runback to match reactor power.

d. Setback to 60% followed by a runback to approximately 2% power.

Answer; d.

PVNGS System Training Manual, Reactor Pow r Cutback System, Vol. 47
045 K4.12 (3.3, 3.6), Knowledge of MT/G system design feature(s) and/or
interlock(s) which provide for automatic turbine runback. (3.3)

LP: NKA01-00-RC-147 EO06
Level: 3

Source: N
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Question 83.:"1,0)u

Which ONE of the following is a shift staffing requirement for Unit 1 in Mode 5?

a. One RO and one SRO shall be in the "At the Controls Area".

b. The CRS will normally maintain the control room command function but may
be either a qualified SRO or an RO.

c. The CRS shall be in the control room at all times and maintain the control
room command function.

d. The RO or SRO may leave the "At the Controls Area" without proper relief for
. brief duration's during normal operatioris.

Answer: b.

Ref: 40DP-BOP02, Conduct of Shift Operations
K/A: - Generic2.1.1, Knowledgeofconductofoperationsrequirements. (3.7)
LP: NKA 01-01-RC-709, EO14, EO15
Level:
Source: N
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Given the following plant conditions:

~ Offsite power has been lost.

~ A valid alarm is received on alarm window 7801, "INST AIR HDR PRESS LO".

~ Instrument air header pressure is 89 psig and dropping.

Which one of the following describes the expected plant response?

a. Pressurizer main spray valves fail closed.

b. Nitrogen backup valve opens to maintain header pressure.

c. Letdown containment isolation valves fail closed.

d. Reactor coolant pump seal injection control valves fail open.

Answer: b.

e;. 41AL-1RK78, 807 Alarm Response
078 A3.01 (3.1,3.2), Abilityto monitor auto operation of IA system including
air pressure. (3.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-133, EO05
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question B5. (1 5I

Given the following conditions'.

~ The plant is in Mode 3.

~ RCS pressure is 2250 psia.

~ T-cold is 565 'F.

~ RCPs 1A and 2A are running.

~ RCPs 1B and 2B are off.

~ 'eal bleedoff is in service on all four RCPs.

~ The Primary Operator closes the seal injection v"Ive for RCP 1B.

Which ONE of the following describes how RCP 1B will respond to its seal
injection valve being closed?

a. RCP seal bleedoff flow will reduce to its minimum allowable flow.

b. RCP seal bleedoff flow will rise to its maximum value allowed.

c. Seal ¹2 outlet temperature will lower.

d.. Seal ¹1 outlet temperature will rise.

Answer: d

Ref:
K/A:

~ 40AO-9ZZ04, RCP Emergencies
003 A1.07, Abilityto predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent
exceeding design limits) associated with operating the RCPS controls
including RCS temperature and pressure. (3A)

LP: NKA01-01-RC139-000, EO09
Level: 3
Source: N
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Question 86.; "i.0)

Given the following conditions:

~ Power has just been raised to 100%.

~ Xenon concentration will rise 200 pcm over the next 4 hours.

~ Current Boron concentration is 1000 ppm.

Calculate the gallons of reactor makeup water required to compensate for this
Xenon change using the attached "Typical Values" pages.

a. 2300

b. 1950

c. 1583

d. 616

e
Answer: b

Ref: 41OP-1CV01, CVCS Normal Operations, and Core Data Book'/A: 004 A4.04, Abilityto perform calculation of boron concentration changes.
(3.2)

LP: NKA01-01-RS-204-000, EO26
Level: 3
Source: N
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Gvestion 87, „10)

At the Train 'A" BOP ESFAS cabinet, an operator notices an "ACTUATE"light lit
on the LOP/LS module. What does this indicate?

a. That the 2 of 4 UV logic is satisfied and a LOP/LS actuation has occurred.

PBB-S04 is de-energized and the "B" Diesel has started.

c. That any one of the four field input sensors has tripped.

d. Only comes on when the module is actuated manually.

Answer: a

Ref: 40OP-9SA01, BOP/ESFAS Modules Operation
K/A: 013 A3.01, Abilityto monitor automatic operation of the ESFAS includingt input channels and logic. (3.7)
LP: 'KA01-01-RC-150-000, EO05
Level: 1

Source: N
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Question BB„(1.0)

Given the following olant conditions:

A small break LOCA is in progress.

~ SIAS/CIAS have actuated.

~ HPSI pump "A" trips due to overcurrent.

N/hich ONE of the following states the alarm that will indicate that HPSI "A" has
tripped on overcurrent?

a. A white SEIS light on SESS panel 'A'or HPSI 'A'.

b. A blue SEAS light on SESS panel 'A'or HPSI 'A'.

c. A "brighter than normal" white SEIS light for HPSI 'A'.

d. A "brighter than normal" blue SEAS light for HPSI 'A'.

Answer: a

Ref: Dwg 13-J-ESS-002
K/A: 006 A4.01, Abilityto manually operate and/or monitor pumps in the control

room; (4.1)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-154-000, EO05
Level:
Source: N
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Given the 'ollowing plant conaitions:

~ A plant trip has occurred due to loss of offsite power.

A natural circulation cooldown is in progress.

Which one of the following describes the RVLMS thermocouple response to a
void occurring in the upper head region as the cooldown continues?

As a void forms:

a. both Upper Head and Plenum thermocouple temperatures continue to
trend downward but at a slower rate in the Upper Head.

b. both Upper Head and Plenum thermocouple temperatures begin to rise
and trend together but at a faster rate in the Upper Head.

c. it causes the Upper Head thermocouple temperatures to rise. The Plenum
temperatures continue to trend downward.

d. Upper Head and Plenum thermocouple temperatures will trend downward
until the first thermocouple is uncovered, then it will rise.

Answer: c

Ref: 40OP-9SH01, QSPDS Users Manual.
K/A: 017 A1.01, Abilityto predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to

prevent exceeding design limits) associated with operating the in-core
temperature monitoring system including core exit temperature. (3.7)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-157-000, EO05
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 90, t "~,0)

Which one of the following correctly describes the operation of the Core Exit
Thermocouple (CET) system as fuel is uncovered?

a. As the core uncovers, fluid leaving the fuel region will cause temperatures
seen by the CETs to rise to superheat conditions.

b. As the core uncovers, CET temperatures will stop rising when subcooted
margin is gone since it measures saturation conditions in relation to RCS
temperatures.

c. The CET system wilt monitor temperature rise whether superheated or
subcooled, until the upper limitof 700'F is reached.

H

d. Core uncovery can only be seen by the Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring
system.

'ef:
K/A:

LP:
Level:
Source

40OP-9SH01, QSPDS Users Guide
017 A3.01, Abilityto monitor automatic operation of the in-core temperature
monitoring system including indications of normal, natural, and interrupted
circulation of RCS. (3.6)
NKA01-01-RC-157-000, EO03/EO06; NLT02-003{813), EO01c

N
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Train A'iCEDM ACJs .s;n operation when a Loss of Offsite Power and SIAS
occur. Only the 'B'.16kv vital bus re-energizes on its diesel generator. How will
the remaining train of CEDM ACU's respond to this event?

The standby CEDM ACU:

a. will start automatically on differential pressure when power is restored to
PBB-S04.

b. will start automatically when sequenced on by the 'B'iesel sequencer
when power is restored to PBB-S04.

c. will start automatically after the bus is energized, and SJAS is reset by
taking the ACU handswitch to Stop.

d. can be manually started by taking the handswitch to Start when power is
restored to the bus

Ref
K/A

41OP-1HC01, HVAC Containment
022 K4.04, Knowledge of CCS design features and/or interlocks which
provide for cooling of the control rod drive motors. (2.8)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-192-000, EO01
'evel:2

Source: N
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Quest~on 92. i'<.0)
'I

A reactor startup is in progress. Using the attached "Appendix 8- Anticipated
Critical Position Datasheet", WHICH ONE of the statements below describes why
the nuclear instrumentation response shows little or no change between time
2317 and 0007.

Assume: ECRP is 4 O.60"
ECRP -500 is 3 O 70"
ECRC +500 is 5 @ 150"

a. The startup channel's gain adjustments are improperly set.
t

b. Less reactivity is inserted by rods in this region.

c. The startup channels are low in their operating range and instrument
response is reduced.

d. Rod shadowing of the Nl detectors by group 4 rods.
I

e
Answer: d

Ref:
K/A:

40OP-9ZZ03„Reactor Startup
015 K5.06, Knowledge of the operational implications of subcritical
multiplications and NIS indications. (3:4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-153, EO07
Level: 2
Source: M
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Question 93., "~,0)t

Given the following plant conditions:
~ Normal, 100% power operations
~ Due to an internal mechanical failure the "A"condenser air removal pump

reverts to its startup or "hogging" mode.

Nlhich ONE of the below describes the effect this failure has on system
operation?

a. No effect. Condenser pressure remains stable.

b. Condenser pressure decreases,

c. The "A" rriain feed pump trips on high condenser
pressure.'.

Condenser pressure rises until returned to normal by the "D" air removal
pump.

Ref: 41OP-1AR01, Condenser Air Removal
K/A:,055 K3.01, Knowledge of the effect a loss or malfunction of the CARS will have

on the main condenser. (2.5)
LP: KA01-01-RC-118, EO02, 05
Level: 2
Source: N
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Quest"ion 94. (1.0)IVi
~~

~
I

An Emergency Diesel Generator is running in its "Test" mode. A "High Priority
Trouble" alarm is received at B01. Select the answer that describes the system
response.

a. The diesel generator will not trip unless the input is one of the three critical
trips.

b. The diesel should automatically trip.

c. The diesel generator must be manua"y tripped.

d. The diesel will automatically enter the cooldown mode.

Answer: b

Ref: 41OP-1D 601
K/A: 064 K4.02, Knowledge of trips for ED/G while operating (normal and

emergency). (3.9)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-127-000, EO05e
Level: 2
Source: N
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~ ( 6
~ V V

Given the followir,g plant conditions:

~ Power is at 100%.

~ RU-6, the Nuclear Cooling Water system activity monitor is in 'High Alarm".

Activity is confirmed by chemistry sample.

A leak in which of the following heat exchangers could have caused this alarm?

Fuel pool heat exchanger.

RCP. 1A motor Cooler.

c. CVCS Regenerative heat exchanger.

d. CVCS letdown heat exchanger.

Ref: 41OP-1NC01, Nuclear Cooling Water System
K/A: 008 K1.04, Knowledge of physical connections between CCWS and the RCS,

in order to determine source(s) of RCS leakage into the CCWS. (3.3)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-104-000, EO02, E005
Level: 2
Source: N
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Question 96. i;.0)

A LOCA has occurred from normal full power operations. A Loss of Offsite Power
has occurred and PBB-S04 is de-energized. In order to monitor containment
hydrogen:

a. Both trains of hydrogen monitoring will automatically be placed in service.

b. The 'A'rain of hydrogen monitoring will automatically be placed in
service.

c. The 'A'rain of hydrogen monitoring can be placed in service manually.

d. Both trains of hydrogen monitoring can be pla~ed in service manually.

Answer: c

Ref
K/A

40EP-9EO03, Loss of Coolant Accident
028 A4.03, Abilityto manually operate and/or monitor in the control room
hydrogen sampling and analysis of containment atmosphere, including
alarms and indications. (3.1)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-403-000, EO03
Level: 1

2Source: N
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Question 97.!".0I

Which of the following loads will isolate on a Containment isolation Actuation
System signal?

a. Containment sumps and RU-1

b. Nuclear Cooling Water containment isolation valves.

c. Instrument Aircontainment isolation valve IAA-UV-2.

d. Steam Generator b lowdown.

Answer: a

Ref: 41AO-1ZZ28, Inadvertent SIAS and/or CIAS
K/A: 103 A3.01, Abilityto monitor auto operation of the containment system

including containment isolation. (3.9)
LP: NKA01-01-RS-328-000, EO16
Level: 1

Source: N
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iQuestion 98. <1,0)

A Station Blackout has occurred. Offsite power is not expected to be returned for
90 minutes. If the Gas Turbine Generators (GTGs) are not started and loaded
onto their bus within one hour, what are the ramifications'?

a. Switchyard batteries must be re-energized within an hour or restoration of
offsite power will not be supported at 90 minutes.

b. Vital bus PBA-S03 must be re-energized within an hour to support the
operation of Essential Auxiliary Feedwater pump "A"or feed will be lost.

c. The realignment of de-energized buses cannoi be done until the GTGs
are placed on their bus.

d. The GTGs may not start after one hour iftheir batteries are not recharged.

Ref: 40DP-SAP12, LOOP/LFC Tech Guideline, p25
K/A: 055 EA1.07, Abilityto operate and monitor restoration of power from offsite

following a blackout. (4.3)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-407-000, EO03
Level: 1

Source: N
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A LOCA occurs;rom rateo powe. operation. Upon reactor trip and SIAS
actuation, a Loss of Offsite Power occurs. The 'A'iesel starts and connects to
the bus but functions in the "LOP-only'ode. The Primary Operator is assigned
to start necessary SIAS loads. Which ONE of the following describes a legitimate
concern for this situation.

a. The 'A'pray Pond pump must be started within 15 minutes to support
diesel generator operation.

Loads should be started with sufficient time delay between them to
prevent overloading the diesel generator.

The HPSI loop injection valves must be opened before starting the
'A'PS

I pump.

d. Auxiliary feedwater pump AFN-P01 will start automatically and overload
the bus if an AFAS is received.

0
Answer: b

Ref: 40OP-BSA01, BOP/ESFAS Modules Operation
K/A: 056 AK3.01; Knowledge of the reasons'or the order and time to initiation'of

power for the load sequencer as it applies to a loss of offsite power. (3.5)
LP: NKA01-01-RC-150-000, EO05

'evel:2
Source: N
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Quest:on ',00,;.~)i

Given the following Unit 1 main generator conditions:

~ 1250 Mwe

250 MVAR Boost

~ Hydrogen pressure at 60 psig to minimize known leakage.

Using the attached "Estimated Capability Curves" CHOOSE the correct statement

a. Hydrogen pressure should be reduced to 45 psig for the current load
conditions.

b. MVAR load must be maintained less than 250 MVAR LEAD.

c. Mwe load should be reduced to less than 1200 Mwe.

d. MVAR load must be maintained less than 560 MVAR LAG.

Answer: d

Ref
K/A

41OP-1MB01, Main Generation and Excitation.
Generic 2.1.32, Abilityto explain and apply all system limits and precautions.
(3 4)

LP: NKA01-01-RC-124, EO07
Level: 3
Source: N

END OF EXAMINATION
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Ags,t 'cp

b' "
. 'alues are presented for auick reference

onl'v. he aooropriate values rom section 2 or 5

or f om "he Operator Assistance Program, should be
used for ca'culations affecting reacto" ooeration.

Reactivitv'Effects o Temperature and Power

These values do not include effects of xenon change or boron change.

~BO ~ 'EC
Overall power defect. 0 ---> 100m power 14 98 pcm 2212 pcm

isothermal temperature

e defect from HZP

(BOC 1500 ppm. EOC 0 ppm)'

sothermal temperature
defect from 210
(BOC 1500 ppm. EOC 0 ppm)

210 F

80 F

444 pcm

151 pcm

+ 3259 pcm

+ 387 pcm

iTC at 100% power
(BOC 1000 ppm, EOC 0 ppm)

ITC at 20% power
(BOC 1000 ppm, EOC 0 ppm)

13. 2 pcm/ F - 37. 7 pcm/'F

9. 5 pcm/ F - 31 ~ 9 pcm/ F

ZTC at HZP
(BOC 1500 ppm, EOC 0 ppm)

2.8 pcm/ F 20.1 pcm/ F

—'inorae/cmeyers/frame/calcpackages/u l c6 408 issue toc
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HZP (BOC 1500 ppm, EOC 0

350'P (BOC 1500 ppm, EOC

opm)

0 ppm)

210'F (BOC 1500 ppm, EOC 0 porn)

100'F (BOC 1500 ppm, EOC 0 ppm)

3. W

100% POWER (BOC 1000 porn, EOC 0 ppm)

~B

-7.8 pcm/ppm

-8.0 porn/ppm

-10.1 pcm/ppm

-10.9 pcm/ppm

-9.6 pcm/opm

-9.9 pcm/ppm

-13. 5 pcm/ppm

-15.0 pcm/ppm

-11. 3 pcm/ppm -'15. 9 pcm/ppm

100'OWER equilibrium xenon worth

e power equilibrium xenon worth
Xe Worth

Peak xenon worth after trip from 100%
Xe Worth

Time of xenon peak after trip
4 . ontrol Rod Worths

-2633.7 pcm -2926.7 pcm

approx 85'f. the 1008 POWER Eq

approx double the 100% POWER Eq

approx 8 hours after trip

Reg'roup 5 and 4 (100$ PWR w/ overla'p Grp 4) -469.3 pcm
ARO to RG 4 at 90 in. wd.

-598.4 pcm

Reg Groups 5 and 4 (HZP, overlap)
(ARO to RG 4 at 75 in. wd.)

-520.3 pcm -700.1 pcm

PLCEA Group P (100~ OWr.w, all other rods out) -135 pcm
(150 to 75 inches withdrawn)

-230 pcm
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0 006 566~ (Jeff from Reference I of NA-01-C06 "95-008)

1 pcm = 0.001adp = 0.162$
1000 pcm = 1. 000%5P = 162>
615. 66 pcm = 0. 61566%6P = 100$

uo a

P Po *e~

T

Xp

(1+AT )

SUR
T

SUR = S ta rtup Rate (decades/min . )

Effective delayed neutron decay constant (1/sec)
T = Reactor period (seconds)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

-0.2
-0.33

26
33
43
65

130
-130

-79

171
143
116

82

- 112
- 209.

0. 171
0. 143
0. 116
0.082
0.044

-0.112
-0.209

28
23
19
13

7

-18
- 3A

rates; .05/sec used for negative rates
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'pQ i ii 'QQ>

«Q,o j (+Q()

~ ~

~vQ« ~
~

. >J "> 0 AW At: C~ > >« ~

"~-a" /D ~u" o~

Gallons of R~ to
.edu»M v»>t Gallons of RH to

T ase Do y DD

100
500

1000

836
153
76

19
21
24

Rate of-production of decay heat followin'g shutdown from full power.

u d 4 w

1

1

30
1

8

24
48

1

second
minute
minutes
hour
hours
hours
hours
month
months

6.75
3.75
1.73
1.4Q
0.78
0.55
0.45
0.18
0.08

uo ts

1 EFPD 37.203109 ~WD/T (from Reference 2 of NA-01-C06-95-008)
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'ppendix B Page l ot'i

.WPPEi DLX B -:i.iTICPATEDCRITICALPOSITION DATASEEET

pate 't electra

Unit X Cycle Page l of

Tli4IE
HHi%i%

Z.Z l 4

z.Z. L t

ZQ 50

CEA POS

Grp "wd

Leo
l e 5o

l ebO

CEA RHO
pcm

- 3 I 0'r'

5@<8

-Z

S/U l

CPS

S/U 2

CPS

Log A

$ x'to

ex(0
'/0

Log B

7
g. g IO

zx /o'
x/o

Log C

5 v/>

5X/0~

Log D

Sx/o '

x(o

'fx/o

RCB [B]
ppm

Zgt 7

0007
oo /"/
'gOZ7

I @ tO

z $ >O

~BL0
z.S )o

>9 so
8 O'gO

3 4'70

> 5/DO

<8(>

-ZS'/O
—z./ so
-($ 07
-/5'tf 5

QQO

-/OST

7M
/oF

'/pz '

X/0

5x/0 "

'8 x/Q ~

/0

S V'/d

/Xio ~

/p/o I

/x/o
z-x'/0 ~

/ V/0

zx/0 ~

5x/o

/D

g/0

Vx/o
'X/O~

5 X/~ 7

0v/o "

5 x/o

$ x'/0

'tlat/0

LX/0
'x/d~

(p y/0

o"
/Ã/U

'fx/0 I S /0
> x/0 ~

6 Y/0

5X/0 lS li
Vy/0
S'0"
a E/0

& X/0

ZY/0 I f/0
C x/D

Blocks may be left blank.,
When S/U channels are de-energized, record 'DE".

NOTE„This sheet can be replaced by a printout ot the -Appends B" worksheet of the CRIT OAP.

+V,"ee4i eel t ~ ill
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Appendix C Page i of i

~in'ilOll
IO

Estimated Capability Curves

~<TH 4 Po)e 1.559.100 KVA. 1800 RPivl, 24000 Volts.
90 PF..~50 SCR, 75 PSIG Hydrogen Pressure. 535 Volts Excitation

l 200

.60 PF

0.70 PF

l000

75 PSIG

60 PSIG

0.80 PF

0.85

800
45 PSIG

30 PSIG

0.90 PF

0.95 PF

0.98 PF

200

0

C)
C)o 200

200 l000
I

WATTS

800~
l000 KILO~

l200

Ch

600
0.95 PF

0,9 np

07(l PF
060PF

080 PF 0 85 P

Curve AB - Limited by Field Heating
Curve BC - Limited by Armature Heating
Curve CD - Limited bv Armature Core End Heating
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February 27. 1997

Nuclear Regulatory Commission - Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive. Suite 400

~lrhngton, Texas 76011-8064

ATTN: Steve McCrory

SUBJECT: Revised Test Outlines and Exam

Enclosed is the revised proposed test outlines and clams for the Initial License Examination to

be administered in March 1997 at Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station. The enclosed

materials are to be withheld from public disclosure until after the examinations are complete.

Also attached is an overview of the revisions, as discussed on February 20. 1997.

The enclosed SRO and RO written exams replace the previous submittal. The enclosed SRO

Administrative Al question 1, and RO Administrative Al questions I and 2, replace the

previous submittal.

Ifyou have any questions please feel free to contact me at 602-393-6827.

Sincerely,

Mi hael D. ghman
Section Leader, OPS Requal Training

MDB/cgc

Enclosure





Comment Resolution Summary

M'ritten Exam

.~an<pie plan coverage:

Comment: No EK2 or AA1 included.

Response: Added the following to both exams:

, 074 EK2.04 - Knowledge of interrelations between inadequate core cooling and
HPSI (3.9/4.1)

025 AA1.09 - Abilityto operate and/or monitor LPSI pump switches, ammeter,
discharge pressure gage, flow meter, and indications as they apply to loss of
SDC (3.2/3.1)

Incorporation ofI0 CFR 55. 43 requirements

Comment: The SRO written exam requirements outlined in 10 CFR 55.43 need to
be included on the SRO exam with at least 12-15 questions.

Response:

The SRO only exam questions were evaluated for the topic areas required by 10 CFR
55.43. There are 14 questions determined to be associated with these topics. The
question numbers are listed by the associated topic areas below: 'I

74

2. Tech Specs and bases - 76, 84, 87, 90, 97

3. Procedures for design & operating changes - 63 [note: Generic 2.1.16 was
repaced on the SRO exam with Generic 2.2.6 Knowledge of the process for
making changes in the facility as described in the safety analysis report (1.6/2.7)].

4. Radiation hazards during normal and abnormal conditions,... and contamination
conditions - 48, 85

5. Assessment of conditions and selection ofappropriate procedures. - 77, 95, 96

6. Procedures and limitations involved in: initial core loading, alterations in core
configuration, control rod programming, determination of various internal/external
effects on reactivity. - 21





7. Fuel handling facilities and procedures - 100

('onimcnt: 'l he following K,'A's on the RO exam have the potential for being
redundant io the competencies/abilities being evaluated in the proposed scenarios:

K/A
004 A4.04

013 A3;01

013 A4.03

010 A4.02

035 A4.06

103 A3.01

040 AA2.01
040 AA2.04

051 AA2.02

007 EA1.03

037 AA2.02
038 EA2.15

054 'A2.04

Quest. ¹
86

88

25

47

97

79

15

80

22

71

Justification
The calculations performed on the written exam
differ from those in the scenarios. The written
exam conditions differ and require use of
different data.
Written exam question is a local BOP-ESFAS
module question, scenarios willbe actions taken
to mitigate a loss ofoffsite power.
Scenario ¹5 was changed to a degraded HPSI
pump and written exam question concerns SESS
alarms for a tripped HPSI pump.
Scenario failures do not test normal pressurizer
heaters control, but mitigation for instrument
failures into the control system.
Written exam question concerns an isolable
steam leak, the scenario ¹6 is an unisolable
steam leak.
Written exam question is a knowledge level
equipment isolated on a CIAS, scenarios are
mitigation for CIAS actuations with other
conditions,
deleted
Written exam question tests knowledge ofMSIS.
setpoint, scenarios do not fail the MSIS setpoint
so automatic actuation willalways occur.
Written exam question has additional conditions
which require a reactor trip, scenario ¹3 does not
require a reactor trip.
'ritten exam question tests a normal pressurizer
pressure response, scenarios test abnormal
pressure response and contingencies.

- deleted
The written exam question is for a natural
circulation condition, the scenario is forced flow.
Written exam question tests a different success
path than any of the scenarios.

K/A's that were ad

for redundancy wit
ded to the original sample plan submitted and were also evaluated
h the scenarios.
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Operating Exam

5cenarr'o './P.<(
rvdurriiim."i'omment:

Scenario.=.'1 and JPM CH003 are boration events. Will this present a

double-jeopardy for the affected RQ candidate?

Response/justification:

Scenario P 1 requires immediate boration due to stuck CEAs, JPM CH003 is a normal
boration lineup with an alternate path due to a plugged boric acid filter. The two
evolutions are different in lineup and execution.

Comment: Potential over-coverage of CEA related problems. Scenarios 81 and 84

and written exam K/AAPE005 all deal with CEA problems.

Response/justification:

Scenario 01 has two CEAs fail to drop into the core on the trip, while scenario P4 has a

dropped CEA at power. The question on the written for K/AEA005 is a basis

question. The testing coverage was not altered to maintain emphasis on reactivity
management and control. The skills/competencies are diFerent for each of the cases.

Comment: Ensure instrument failures require action by the RO candidate. Failure
to respond must justify a 1 rating.

Response:

All instrument failures in the dynamic simulator exam require operator action to
correct. In most cases, failure to take action willresult in a reactor trip or other
undesirable condition.
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Response ) ustl t Ication".

'I'he SRO administr;!tive questions werc changed to a higher cognitive level for shift
turnover. reactor startup. and radiation release permits. Added a mode change question

to replace low discriminatory question on shift turnover. Also changed the RO

administrative topic A l to a more cognitive level.

Comment: RO administrative topic A4 question ~2 may be outside ot RO area of
knowledge/responsibility.

Response:

Question P2 for RO administrative section A4 was changed to reflect expected
knowledge level.

Comment: K/A 2.3.4 is on RO written and walk through exams. Ensure different
areas are examined.

Response:

K/A 2.~.4 is tested on the walk through exam only, it was deleted from the written
exam.

JPMlscenario redundancy

Comment: JPM and scenarios may require reset of SIAS.

Response:

There is no overlap from JPM SB002, SlAS reset, and the scenarios. The JPM resets

the ESFAS initiation and actuation relays while the scenarios include high pressure
safety injection flow throttling and/or termination without resetting the ESFAS signal.





< U»ntient: SRO Instant JPXI PB004 ques:io -'-'. ds;v be system related.

R sponse; ~o +RV ins:.ant. sam ..r to be eiven. The candidate will be tested

usinv. the RO JP~I question set.
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